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During the 1970s in Sydney’s North an idea was 
taking shape inside the head of motor racer and 
off-road fanatic Ed Mulligan. Ed had recognised 
that there were a lot of other off-road fanatics 
like him out there, but no store that looked 
after the enthusiast. It was at this moment that 
Opposite Lock came into being and soon became 
recognised as the go-to place for off-roaders 
looking for a great range of 4x4 accessories  
and equipment, technical know-how, honest 
advice or just a chat about anything off-road. 

We’ve come a long way since then but none  
of the passion has faded. We still love getting 
out there and getting off-road whenever we can. 
Because when it comes to off-road, you’ve got 
to live and breathe it and find out what works 
and what doesn’t. When you go bush you need 
to have complete confidence in your equipment. 
Australia is a tough country so when you’re 
travelling huge distances in remote areas  
it means you’ve got to be prepared for  
whatever the country throws at you. 

Solid bar work, good communications,  
decent driving lights, racks, water storage, 
quality suspension and recovery gear are just 
some of the things you need to think about 
before you take on the great Australian outdoors. 
That’s why we’ve put together this product 
guide. It’s designed to give you a cross-section  
of the great product range available at Opposite 
Lock plus lots of helpful information to cover  
a myriad of 4x4 driving and touring needs.   

At Opposite Lock you’ll get great advice, 
competitive pricing, quality fitting, full after-
sales service and peace-of-mind from our 
nationwide warranty. It all adds up to giving  
you the best off-road experience possible. 

At Opposite Lock “we’ve got more for your 4x4.”

The Team at Opposite Lock
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From bullbars to bash plates and side protection, your local Opposite Lock store  
has a full range of products for your vehicle, whether you want to help protect  
it from impact damage, dress it up or make it that extra bit tougher, we can 
recommend a solution for you. 

As one of Australia’s biggest independent 4WD vehicle and accessory specialists, 
whether you’re after traditional steel bar work or protection plates, the latest  
in bumper replacement bars, a heavy duty off-road bar or something lighter  
in alloy or poly, our experts in-store can help. 
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OPPOSITE LOCK PREMIUM  
STEEL PROTECTION RANGE

Premium Steel Bullbars

The Opposite Lock premium steel bars are our spin on traditional frontal protection, uniquely designed and engineered  
in Australia to complement and enhance each vehicle’s original aesthetics. Our engineers design these bars to offer 
maximum frontal impact protection with features that allow you to personalise your vehicle with accessories that suit  
your lifestyle. Available in three styles: post, triple loop and single loop, the bars are finished with a black matte powder  
coat or can be colour coded to match your vehicle.

All our premium steel bars feature:

• Recessed LED indicator lenses to help prevent  
indicator damage 

• Clearance to allow for the inclusion of driving lights

• Three CB aerial mounts with quick fit cut out

• Protection plate to reduce the chance of engine damage

• Low mount winch provision

• Hi-lift jacking points

• Heavy duty over-riders to protect the front of the bar

Single Loop Premium Bullbar 
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Steel Side Rails and Steps

Whether you are navigating tight tracks, driving rocky outback 
roads, or steering through supermarket carparks, our premium 
steel side protection range not only helps prevent damage  
to your exposed side panels, but also assists you in getting  
in and out of your vehicle and reaching your roof to get your 
gear up and down.

Like our bars, our proprietary Opposite Lock side steps are 
engineered, designed and manufactured uniquely for each 
vehicle. Our steps feature a checker plate finish that won’t 
harbour dirt, grit or mud and can help deflect road debris  
when driving.

The front quarter panels of your vehicle can be the most prone 
to accidental impact. Opposite Lock’s range of side rails have 
been engineered to complement the Opposite Lock side step 
and bullbar range.

Post Type Premium Bullbar

Triple Loop Premium Bullbar 
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Add some extra awesomeness to your 4x4 and choose the Urban Adventure Bar by Opposite Lock.  
The full bumper replacement bar is designed in Australia and made from high-grade steel to look as good  
on the job site as it performs off-road. 

Standard features include 2x 30W auxiliary flood lights, additional auxiliary lighting mounting points, tech pack  
and parking sensor compatibility, hinged number plate brackets, finished with a matte black powder coated finish  
or optional colour coding. 

For off–road performance the bar includes triple under-body plates, increased approach angles and a low mount winch 
provision that mounts to the vehicle’s chassis. Like all bullbars engineered and developed by Opposite Lock the Urban 
Adventure Bar is ADR and SRS airbag compliant and comes with a 2 year nationwide warranty.

CHOOSE YOUR O WN ADVENTURE
with the opposite lock



CHOOSE YOUR O WN ADVENTURE
urban adventure bar



The Opposite Lock Fleet Bullbar Range offers the same level of protection as our premium  
steel bars but we have stripped out some vanity features to offer you the perfect combination  
of protection and performance at a value-added price point.

The simplified Triple Loop design that provides maximum protection for your radiator, lights  
and indicators are protected with recessed LED indicator lenses. The bar has three accessory  
tabs and is finished with a black powder coat that can be colour coded if required.

OPPOSITE LOCK 
FLEET BAR
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When you’re miles from anywhere in extreme off-road 
conditions, you can’t afford to take chances with your gear. 
Nothing handles tough conditions – miles of corrugations, 
chassis-flexing climbs, sump-breaking rock hopping and 
awkward winching and recovery operations – like good,  
solid steel.

That’s why Outback Accessories designs and manufactures  
all of its products out of durable, long-lasting quality steel.  
And Outback Accessories does it all right here in Australia.

It starts at the design stage with an Australian firm  
responding to Australian customers’ needs…and coming  
up with new, better ways of doing things. Prototypes are  
tested right here in Australia on our rugged off-road tracks  
and competition…and if they work, and they go the distance, 
they go into production.

Conceived and developed to enhance off-road capabilities, 
and with long-term durability and dependable, trouble-free 
operation engineered in, Outback Accessories products are 
100 per cent ‘fit for purpose’. And with the strength of steel, 
and the back-up of full parts availability, Outback Accessories 
products will stay that way for a lifetime.

Outback Accessories stands by its products, and it stands by 
Australian design and manufacturing. With a long association 
with Opposite Lock, Outback Accessories has grown from 
year to year expanding its premises and workforce, and doing 
everything – from initial CAD/CAM design through welding 
and fabrication to final powder coating, at its own facilities 
right here in Australia. The result has been a range of products 
designed, built and tested under local conditions – a range  
of products that truly meet Australian 4x4 owners’ needs.

You’ll buy cheaper, but ask a serious 4x4 enthusiast that runs 
Outback Accessories on the rig and you’ll probably hear that 
you won’t buy better. Outback Accessories are the real deal  
in steel. 

GET THE REAL  
DEAL IN STEEL WITH  
OUTBACK ACCESSORIES

XROX bash plates: Precision-engineered steel protection  
for vulnerable sumps and transmissions – go rock-hopping 
with confidence.

XROX front and rear bars: State-of-the-art front and rear 
barwork with an ‘extreme sports’ look and performance to 
match – three-piece ‘winged’ design is lighter than traditional 
steel barwork offering optimum front and side protection  
with built-in recovery points.

XROX sliders: Heavy-duty protection for your vehicle’s sills.  
The ultimate in sill protection – definitely not your dad’s sidesteps!
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4X4 PROTECTION  
JUST GOT TOUGHER 

Want to conquer the weekend away? Take a trip around Australia? Or tackle the urban jungle?  
PIAK’s got you covered. Our bullbars, underbody protection, rear bars, side rails and steps have 
all been designed for those who want to go places where others don’t. Our bullbars use the latest 
thinking in design and engineering to combine toughness, safety and style.

• Designed to replace the original bumper  
of the vehicle 

• Split front panel to provide maximum airflow
• Front sensor provision 

• Multi-fold wing design with taper  
for greater departure angle

• Airbag compatible
• Winch compatible

Welcome to a world of difference. Welcome to PIAK!
To find out more about the great PIAK range visit your local Opposite Lock store.





With so many bullbars on the market, how do you choose the right one for you?

While most retailers will ask what what type of vehicle you are driving and the style of bar you like, there are some other 
important considerations . A bullbar’s foremost purpose is to protect your vehicle’s crucial components in the event  
of impact, but not all bars do that in the same way or with the same effect on your vehicle. At Opposite Lock we like  
to understand how you use your vehicle so we can provide the best recommendation for you.

Some of the factors that guide our bullbar recommendation 
include: where you do your day-to-day and weekend or holiday 
driving, what you take with you in terms of loaded or towing 
gear and what other accessories or upgrades you may want  
to fit.

A traditional steel bullbar provides maximum impact 
protection but this may come at the cost of vehicle weight.  
If you are travelling with a vehicle loaded to its GVM or looking  
to do fuel efficient kms, a lighter weight alloy or poly bar 
may suit you better. For the extreme off-roader, a tube style 
steel bar such as the XROX can give you protection without 
impeding air intakes or approach angles.

Where you drive can also impact your bar style. If you are 
doing a lot of country kms at night, where the risk of animal 
strike is high, a triple loop or post style bar offers maximum 
protection and could be the right option for you.

If supermarket and job site carparks or beach tracks are the 
only place your vehicle gets off-road a single loop or bumper 
replacement bar might offer enough protection. In the event  
of an impact steel bars can be welded to get you back  
on the road while in a minor impact a poly bar can return  
to its original shape.

Aesthetics and after care also play an important part  
in the bullbar that you chose. A traditional steel bullbar  
can be colour coded to match your vehicle, a no loop bumper 
replacement bar provides protection that allows you to 
maintain the unique look of your vehicle, whilst some people 
like the shininess of an alloy finished bar. An alloy finish can 
require a higher degree of maintenance to keep them looking 
their best, but can offer better corrosion properties than steel, 
while poly bars are corrosion resistant.

One final consideration when choosing a bullbar and having  
it fitted is that not all bars are created equal and different 
designs and material grades can have an impact on protection 
levels. In this day and age it’s also important that your bullbar 
retailer understands modern safety equipment and how  
it’s fitted to your vehicle; such as airbags, active cruise control, 
parking sensors and auto emergency braking, and takes the 
time to fit your bar in a way that does not impede operation.

HOW TO CHOOSE A BULLBAR
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It goes without saying that when it comes to bull bars,  
safety is paramount.

At SmartBar we have a team of experts who combine their  
years of rotational moulding experience with an in-depth 
knowledge of the automotive industry to constantly innovate, 
create industry leading vehicle frontal protection systems 
(VFPS) and keep the products evolving.

2018 was the busiest year on record for the company, which 
saw the release of two of its most technologically advanced 
designs yet with the new Toyota Prado 150 and Toyota Hilux 
StealthBar.

These new releases highlighted the latest in safety design 
and technology, showcasing SmartBar’s ability to continually 
progress in the 4x4 aftermarket vehicle accessory category.

The increasing demand for the SmartBar product is exceeding 
expectations and showing no signs of slowing down. 
Continuous light-commercial vehicle sales, particularly  
in government, mining and the emergency service sectors 
have contributed heavily to its success in the past few years.

Interest in the SmartBar product has been garnered from 
multiple factors, but primarily the SmartBar construction,  
which is a single body hollow part made from an advanced 
polymer material that allows it to absorb an impact by 
temporarily deforming and then returning to its original shape.

The light-weight properties of the polymer and the hollow 
construction (consequent to the rotational moulding 
manufacturing process) also minimises the weight added  
to the vehicle when fitted, mitigating the effect the VFPS  
has on Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM), which in turn has long term 
positive effects on fuel consumption, along with reduced  
wear and tear on tyres and suspension components.

These features not only benefit the customer’s pocket,  
but the environment too, making it an obvious choice  
when it comes to vehicle protection for activities such  
as cross country travelling, caravaning and off-road 4x4ing; 

where provisions in gross vehicle mass need to be made for 
additional vehicle accessories such as lighting and roof racks, 
vehicle recovery equipment and towing (caravans, trailers etc).

In addition, each of our SmartBar products have been  
tested and are the only VFPS in the country to comply with all 
of the compulsory and non-compulsory sections of Australian 
Safety Standard AS4876.1-2002. Our StealthBar product is the 
only bullbar in the world which has been approved for use  
in Europe in the last 10 years; demonstrating the superb safety 
capabilities and elasticity of the product, which is much more 
than a “plastic bull bar”.

Testing shows that an impact to a fixed object at 16km/h 
causes the bar to compress between 85mm and 110mm  
to absorb and distribute the forces, then return to its original 
shape. This characteristic not only provides the vehicle with 
excellent protection, but it also acts as an injury prevention/
cushioning device in the event of a slow speed collision, such 
as with a pedestrian, reducing the likelihood of serious injury.

Our focus on vehicle and pedestrian safety is what makes  
our product the only one of its kind. The SmartBar is unrivalled 
in pedestrian safety, without compromising on the safety  
of your vehicle, yourself and your passengers.

All our SmartBar products are manufactured on-site 
in Adelaide, South Australia, using our state-of-the-art 
machinery. From the design stage to final checks, each bar  
in our range is rigorously monitored to ensure a consistent  
and high-quality end product.

 
SMARTBAR
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ECB – THE WEIGHT IS OVER!
Australia’s strongest Bullbars are also the lightest in class. 
East Coast Bullbars’ exclusive manufacturing materials allow 
you to add frontal protection to almost any vehicle including 
Australia’s largest selling category, the small and medium 
SUV market. Every ECB product manufactured in the 
Brisbane facility is 100% ADR Complaint, Airbag Compatible, 
and supports the vehicle’s factory safety & security features 
without voiding any vehicle manufacturing warranty.  
ECB is so confident that they offer a “Lifetime Warranty”  
on all their frontal protection products. 

ECB’s Alloy range of products is the smart choice when  
adding frontal protection to your vehicle.  Why? Adding extra 
weight to any vehicle is the enemy, an average steel Bullbar  
will add approximately 85 kg to the front of your vehicle.  
An East Coast Bullbar will add less than half of this weight,  
yet still offer maximum protection to your vehicle and  
its occupants. Less weight over the front wheels also means 
less tyre wear, less fuel costs, and less overall weight over the 
front axle and steering components. One of Australia’s largest 
selling vehicles, the Toyota Rav-4 (pictured below), can be 
fitted with a Big Tube Bullbar adding less than 38 kg in total. 
All ECB products are manufactured from a High-Tensile alloy 
composite to be ‘Lighter, Stronger, Better!’

Big Tube Bar® in mirror polished alloy to suit Toyota Rav-4

This allows ECB to develop frontal protection for even 
the smallest SUVs and crossovers. ECB’s on-site Research 
& Development department works closely with vehicle 

manufacturers, which allows them to bring as many  
as 45 new vehicles into the business each year, with over  
half of these being the latest release SUV and crossovers.  
Being 100% manufactured here in Australia also allows  
ECB to react quickly to model changes and keep up with 
technology improvements which is now standard to achieve 
an ANCAP 5-star safety rating. ECB product will not impede  
any new vehicle features such as Autonomous Emergency 
Braking Systems, Lane Keep Assist and will accommodate 
sensors and cameras.  

76 mm Nudge Bar in mirror polished alloy to suit Kia Sportage

ECB is Australia’s largest and most respected manufacturer  
of Alloy Bullbars and Nudge Bars, manufacturing an entire 
range of frontal protection products to suit your needs...  

East Coast Bullbars, The World’s Best Alloy Bullbar, is engineered 
to be ‘Lighter, Stronger, & Better’ than other options, and with 
multiple frontal protection products to suit a variety of vehicles 
it allows you to find the proper application for your driving 
style and the adventure you want to write.

All ECB products are available for purchase from your local 
Opposite Lock store.

• Big Tube Bar®

• Nudge Bar

• Midi Tube 

• Series 2 Nudge Bar

• Type 8 Bar

• Winch Compatible Big Tube Bar®
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ECB is proud to be Australia’s oldest Bullbar Manufacturer 
and has been 100% Australian Made since 1971. This industry 
experience and knowledge is unrivalled.  ECB employ over 80 
people in the Brisbane factory and every product is still hand 
made.

All ECB Big Tube Bars® are made using a 6 mm fully welded 
one-piece channel with Industry leading tube wall thickness. 
The  centre tube and shoulder pipes are then fully welded to 
the channel with additional shoulder pipe gussets. Engineered 
and designed with strength and protection, ECB products are 
Lighter, Stronger, and Better designed to protect the vehicle 
and occupants in the event of a collision or an animal strike.

We create The World’s Best Alloy Bullbar and stand by our 
product! This allows us to offer a lifetime warranty*.

*Lifetime warranty applies to alloy Bullbars to be free of structural defects in 
materials and workmanship. The warranty period for alloy products is the lifetime 
of the product; whilst in the legal possession of the original owner.

Why ECB? Winch compatible 
Big Tube bar®

Lighter, Stronger,    Better!

ECB Frontal Protection Range

All products are specifically engineered to suit each 
vehicles design and mounted to the chassis with a 
thick plasma cut steel mounting system. Big Tube 
Bars® come with ECB indicator/park/Daytime Running 
lights. Please see your Opposite Lock store for 
your application. 

Powder Coating options 

Manufactured from hi-tensile, structural grade alloy, 
the ECB Big Tube Bar® provides the best protection 
possible for all your off-road adventures. The Big 
Tube Bars® is reinforced utilizing a full width, braced 
lower protection skirt to ensure the best full frontal 
protection possible. 

All ECB products are available 
in a variety of finishes from our 
signature mirror polished alloy, 
to powder coat options of silver 
hammertone, black ripple, and 
silver ripple. Mirror Polished Alloy

ECB Winch Compatible Big Tube Bars® are 
manufactured from 6 mm fully welded channel 
formed from hi-tensile, structural grade alloys. 
Winch Compatible Big Tube Bars are engineered to 
accommodate a low mount winch up to a 10,500 lb. 

Big Tube bar®



Many of your 4WD accessories and equipment are expensive acquisitions and you need to maintain them to 
maximise performance and keep the items doing what you purchased them to do, for as long as possible.  A little 
bit of maintenance could mean all the difference on your next 4WD adventure or if you have a warranty issue.

So where do we start?

Bullbar:
Most of us only clean or attend to our bars when we clean the car, but there are some things you need to check. ECB offers a lifetime 
warranty on our bars, but maintenance still needs to be a priority, and you want it looking great for the life of the vehicle.

Using a quality polish on your polished alloy bullbar will ensure it retains the stunning finish and protects it from the elements, 
salt and road grime. Powder-coat finishes also need to be cleaned. Don’t forget to check over and under your bar and mountings 
for damage, particularly if you have had an impact, of any kind.

Make sure your aerial mountings, indicators and fog lights, surrounds and mounts are undamaged, secure and in good working 
order. Check underneath, steel mounts and bolts should be free of rust and corrosion, you may need to take steps to prevent this if 
you regularly drive on or near the beaches. Once rust starts you will never completely rid your vehicle of it, but there are numerous 
products that may assist and slow the process. Ensure you use a product that doesn’t stay sticky, attracting sand and road grime.

Winch:
Upon initial installation, make sure the rope is wound tightly, under strain, onto the drum. If this is done properly, you won’t 
encounter loose spools when you use the winch to haul yourself out of trouble. If not wound tightly you will risk damaging the rope 
and reduce the pulling power of your winch.

After each of your adventures, or at least every three months, flick the clutch and unwind the rope from your winch, give the rope 
and the winch a thorough rinse with your hose. Clean dirt and salt thoroughly from inside the winch and check the drainage hole 
on the electric motor, we don’t want it getting clogged up. Allow your rope to dry a bit before winding it back on, but remember the 
sun can degrade a synthetic rope so don’t leave it stretched out in the sun for too long, it’s not a lizard.

Although metal cable may be stronger and require less maintenance, it is much heavier and can be more difficult to use. Check 
your moving parts are greased when needed to keep them running smoothly, but NEVER grease your cable, it attracts dirt and 
grime.

After each clean, make sure that the rope is wound back on evenly and under strain. Even the best and properly maintained rope 
or cable doesn’t last forever, so pay attention to the manufacturer’s recommendations on life expectancy, check them regularly 
and replace when needed, don’t wait until it’s too late.

ECB is proud to be Australia’s oldest Bullbar Manufacturer 
and has been 100% Australian Made since 1971. This industry 
experience and knowledge is unrivalled.  ECB employ over 80 
people in the Brisbane factory and every product is still hand 
made.

All ECB Big Tube Bars® are made using a 6 mm fully welded 
one-piece channel with Industry leading tube wall thickness. 
The  centre tube and shoulder pipes are then fully welded to 
the channel with additional shoulder pipe gussets. Engineered 
and designed with strength and protection, ECB products are 
Lighter, Stronger, and Better designed to protect the vehicle 
and occupants in the event of a collision or an animal strike.

We create The World’s Best Alloy Bullbar and stand by our 
product! This allows us to offer a lifetime warranty*.

*Lifetime warranty applies to alloy Bullbars to be free of structural defects in 
materials and workmanship. The warranty period for alloy products is the lifetime 
of the product; whilst in the legal possession of the original owner.

Why ECB? Winch compatible 
Big Tube bar®

Lighter, Stronger,    Better!

ECB Frontal Protection Range

All products are specifically engineered to suit each 
vehicles design and mounted to the chassis with a 
thick plasma cut steel mounting system. Big Tube 
Bars® come with ECB indicator/park/Daytime Running 
lights. Please see your Opposite Lock store for 
your application. 

Powder Coating options 

Manufactured from hi-tensile, structural grade alloy, 
the ECB Big Tube Bar® provides the best protection 
possible for all your off-road adventures. The Big 
Tube Bars® is reinforced utilizing a full width, braced 
lower protection skirt to ensure the best full frontal 
protection possible. 

All ECB products are available 
in a variety of finishes from our 
signature mirror polished alloy, 
to powder coat options of silver 
hammertone, black ripple, and 
silver ripple. Mirror Polished Alloy

ECB Winch Compatible Big Tube Bars® are 
manufactured from 6 mm fully welded channel 
formed from hi-tensile, structural grade alloys. 
Winch Compatible Big Tube Bars are engineered to 
accommodate a low mount winch up to a 10,500 lb. 

Big Tube bar®

ECB is continuing in 2019 as the naming rights sponsor of the 
ECB SuperUtes Series. The popular Dual Cab Ute racing series, 
and support category of SuperCars, represents manufacturers 
such as Holden, Ford, Toyota, Mitsubishi, & Mazda that comprises 
20% of the entire new-vehicle market. ECB manufactures 
frontal protection products for all included models on the track. 
This sponsorship gives us an opportunity to give back to the 
racing community and support our major maket.

ECB SuperUtes Series

type 8 bar

Nudge Bar

series 2 Nudge Bar

Event Date

Superloop Adelaide 500  February 28 - March 3
Winton SuperSprint May 24 - 26
Watpac Townsville 400  July 5 - 7
Ipswich SuperSprint July 26 - 28
Supercheap Auto Bathurst 1000 October 10 - 13
Vodafone Gold Coast 600  October 25 - 27
Sandown 500  November 8 - 10
Coates Hire Newcastle 500 November 22 - 24

We partner with companies like Opposite Lock who share a 
passion for racing and have been with the SuperUtes since 
the Inaugural year.

Every ECB Nudge Bar is formed from high tensile 
alloy tubing that will enhance the protection, and 
looks, of your vehicle. Two spotlight tab mounts can 
accommodate up to 1.75 kg each.

Boasting a higher level of protection ECB’s 63 mm 
Series 2 Nudge Bar is designed to protect the 
vehicles grille & radiator to help you make it to your 
destination, safely! Two spotlight tab mounts can 
accommodate up to 1.75 kg each.

Designed to provide optimum protection for the 
bumper, grille and head lights ECB’s Type 8 Bar & 
Midi Tube comes standard with two spotlight tab 
mounts can accommodate up to 1.75 kg each.

Silver Hammertone     Black Ripple Silver Ripple

Lighter, Stronger, Better!



OFFICIAL BULLBARSOFFICIAL BULLBAR
OF SUPERCARS

Frontal Protection to suit
MY19 Subaru Forester

One of the most technology packed vehicles of 2019 East Coast Bullbars is proud to release frontal protection 
products to suit the MY19 Subaru Forester (07/18 & on). ECB products will not impede on any OEM features that 
maintain the vehicles ANCAP 5-star safety rating. Available now is our signature Big Tube Bar®, 76 mm Nudge Bar, 
Series 2 Nudge Bar, and Type 8 Bar in our mirror polished alloy, or powder coat options.

See your local Opposite Lock store.

76 mm Nudge Bar Series 2 Nudge Bar Type 8 Bar

Trucks and Vans
ECB manufactures a range of products to suit trucks, commercial, and touring 
vehicles. We supply a large range of motorhomes manufacturers & trade 
vehicles throughout Australia. These same frontal protection products are 
available at Opposite Lock stores to help you build your own adventure vehicle. 

All truck, van and commercial product is available and installed through your 
local Opposite Lock Stores. 

Isuzu NPS 4X4 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Fiat CAmper

Early model vehicles
Being 100% Australian Made means ECB can 
manufacture on demand, whether it’s 1 or 1000 Bullbars, 
ECB can provide outstanding levels of supply and 
customer service. A large range of products dating back 
to the early 1990’s are still available to order. ECB have 
over 1,400 individual products ready to order with the 
popular products available in only 4 working days, some 
older models in as little as 3 to 4 weeks. 

ECB continue to serve the automotive industry with faster 
lead times, biggest range, and being Australian Made 
means keeping jobs here in Australia. 

Lighter, Stronger, Better!

Mitsubishi 
NP Pajero

Nissan 
GU Patrol

Land Cruiser 
80 Series
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Trucks and Vans
ECB manufactures a range of products to suit trucks, commercial, and touring 
vehicles. We supply a large range of motorhomes manufacturers & trade 
vehicles throughout Australia. These same frontal protection products are 
available at Opposite Lock stores to help you build your own adventure vehicle. 

All truck, van and commercial product is available and installed through your 
local Opposite Lock Stores. 

Isuzu NPS 4X4 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Fiat CAmper

Early model vehicles
Being 100% Australian Made means ECB can 
manufacture on demand, whether it’s 1 or 1000 Bullbars, 
ECB can provide outstanding levels of supply and 
customer service. A large range of products dating back 
to the early 1990’s are still available to order. ECB have 
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popular products available in only 4 working days, some 
older models in as little as 3 to 4 weeks. 

ECB continue to serve the automotive industry with faster 
lead times, biggest range, and being Australian Made 
means keeping jobs here in Australia. 

Lighter, Stronger, Better!

Mitsubishi 
NP Pajero

Nissan 
GU Patrol

Land Cruiser 
80 Series



ASK FOR OUTBACK
.outbackaccessories.com.auAUSTRALIAN DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED &

STED FOR TOUGH OUTBACK CONDITIO NS

GET THE REAL DEAL IN STEEL
XROX BARWORK
Road legal, born from racing, Outback Accessories 
XROX range gives you the look you want, 
the clearance you crave, 
and real defence for 
your bodywork.

XROX Front Bars offer maximum 
versatility with eight in-built recovery 
points – two jack points, four tow hook 
positions and two recovery eye locations – nine 
mounting points for lights, aerials and sand flags 
 plus provision for a low-mount winch.

With XROX Rear Bars you get built-in jacking points, 
the convenience of a chequer-plate step, ability to retain 
stock or aftermarket tow bars, and a choice of centre 
sections so you can run high or low-mount 
number plates for the look you want.

And all with the strength and durability 
Outback’s unique twin tube ‘winged’ design.

• BUILT-IN RECOVERY POINTS

• ‘WINGED’ DESIGN
FOR EASY
REPAIR /REPLACEMENT

• BEAD BLASTED, ZINC PLATED
AND HEAVY-DUTY POWDER COATED

• AVAILABLE IN BLACK
OR COLOUR-CODED

SLIDERS
Save your sills and enjoy some serious 
rock-hopping ability with a 
set of Outback Accessories 
XROX Sliders. Designed to 
offer maximum clearance and 
maximum protection, XROX 
sliders are rugged to keep 
you rolling over practically 
anything!

• BUILT-IN HI-LIFT JACK POINTS

BASH PLATES
Don’t risk damage to your sump and transmission, 
back up your XROX barwork with Outback 
Accessories XROX Bash Plates. Precision 
engineered for a perfect fit and easy access to 
drain plugs, XROX Bash Plates will keep you going 
in the rough.

• 3mm ZINC-PLATED STEEL

Designed to carry the largest
battery under-bonnet space
will allow, Outback Accessories
battery trays incorporate an
essential ‘firewall’ and are
made from sturdy, precision
formed MIG welded 2mm steel,
and powder coated for extra
corrosion resistance. Available
as a complete kit with all
fitting gear and instructions.

TWIN WHEEL CARRIERS
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ASK FOR OUTBACK
For more infoRMA

AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED, MANUF
ACTURED     TESTED FOR TOUGH OUTBACK CONDITIONS

GET THE REAL DEAL IN STEEL

BATTERY TRAYS
Designed to carry the largest 
battery under-bonnet space 
will allow, Outback Accessories 
battery trays incorporate an 
essential ‘firewall’ and are 
made from sturdy, precision 
formed MIG welded 2mm steel, 
and powder coated for extra 
corrosion resistance. Available 
as a complete kit with all 
fitting gear and instructions.

FUEL TANKS
Precision engineered from 
aluminised 2mm steel, 
Outback Accessories tanks 
give you optimum capacity 
with maximum clearance 
and strategically placed 
mounting points to relieve 
stresses caused by chassis twist 
in extreme conditions.

• 2-YEAR WARRANTY

TWIN WHEEL CARRIERS

EASY-ACTION GAS 
STRUT SMOOTHES 

OPENING AND 
CLOSING ACTION AND 

LOCKS INTO PLACE 
WITHOUT PINS

OPTION UP WITH LIGHT MOUNTS, 
AERIAL MOUNTS, DOUBLE JERRY CAN HOLDER, 

JACK HOLDERS, OUTBOARD MOTOR HOLDER...AND MORE!

• REPLACES STANDARD BUMPER FOR
IMPROVED CLEARANCE & DEPARTURE ANGLES

• BUILT-IN HI-LIFT JACKING POINTS

• EASY-ACTION GAS STRUT – OPENS
& LOCKS SECURELY WITHOUT PINS

• HEAVY-DUTY PIVOTS & SEALED BEARINGS

• RECESSED WATERPROOF LED LIGHTS

• RATTLE-FREE, FULLY ADJUSTABLE
OVER-CENTRE LATCH MECHANISM

• ULTRA STURDY STEEL CONSTRUCTION

• BEAD BLASTED, ZINC COATED AND
HEAVY-DUTY POWDER-COATED

• NON-SLIP ALUMINIUM STEP PLATE

• SUITS MOST QUALITY TOW BARS

• FULL PARTS AVAILABILITY

Developed to handle the toughest terrain, Outback Accessories 
Twin Wheel Carriers give you added rear-end protection, 
improved off-road ability, and the safety and security of dual spares.

Replacing the flimsy standard bumper, and moving your spare to a 
more convenient location, Outback Accessories Twin Wheel Carriers 
significantly improve ground clearance and departure angles, 
and help make recovery easier with built-in jacking points.

They look good, they work...and they’re built to last a lifetime with 
full spares availability.

Outback DPS RHS.indd   1



CAMPING  
& TOURING

Whether you are heading off on the big trip around Australia, towing your tool trailer 
around job sites, heading down to the local boat ramp or navigating your way through 
rocky trails, your local Opposite Lock store can customise a touring set up to suit  
your needs.

Need to carry extra gear for the big lap? A rear bar or carriers allow you to mount 
additional lights, aerials or convenient extra storage for wheels or jerry cans.

Are you getting the gear to and from the job site during the week and towing the boat 
or the van on weekends? Our towing experts can recommend the best set up for you.

Want to ride, row or fish your weekends away? With some of the world’s most flexible 
rack systems in store, we can recommend a build that is unique to your requirements.

Heading off on holidays? Setting up your vehicle with the right gear is the key  
to getting out there and experiencing the best that Australia has to offer. Whether  
you are towing your van, packing up the swag or watching the stars from your roof  
top tent, your local Opposite Lock store can help you with the gear and the know- 
how to turn your vehicle into a home away from home.
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Step It Up!

What better way to protect your vehicle’s rear-end than with the Opposite Lock Rear Step Towbar, designed to maximise 
vehicle departure angles and provide recessed mounting points for trailer and Anderson plugs. Plus it’s built tough using 
63mm premium steel tubing, steel plate, aluminium checker plate and finished off with matte black powder coat so that 
it’s durable, easy to clean and easily colour matched if you want to take it up a notch.

Opposite Lock Rear Step Towbars look good as they’ve been designed to complement the look of the vehicle while keeping 
towing capability and durability top of mind. When you step it up with an Opposite Lock Rear Step Towbar you’re getting 
the total package, good looks combined with the safety and protection you need when off-road or parked  
at the local shopping centre.

Visit your local Opposite Lock store or oppositelock.com.au for more information. 

WITH AN OPPOSITE LOCK REAR STEP TOWBAR
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Braking distance

The added weight of towing, can add a significant amount  
of stopping distance. Always leave a bigger margin for error  
as heavy braking can upset the stability of both the tow  
vehicle and the trailer. 

Other set up and driving issues that can influence trailer  
sway include; vehicle speed and incorrect tyre pressures  
or exceeding weight limits - on the vehicle and trailer  
or misaligned trailer load weight. Driving hazards such  
as larger vehicles overtaking or passing you, strong cross  
winds and sharp cornering, can also cause instability.

Trailer sway

In the event the trailer does start to sway, avoid excessive 
braking, it can make it worse. Backing off the accelerator  
is often a much better option. Although it goes against  
your natural instinct, also try to avoid sudden steering 
changes, again it can make the situation worse. If you  
do have an electronic braking system, manually applying  
these may be an option to reduce the movement. 

Reduce vehicle wear, tear and running costs. 

Along with reducing the risk of trailer sway, smooth and 
consistent driving that reduces braking, sharp cornering  

or accelerating will reduce the stress that towing puts  
on your vehicle, help reduce the tyre wear, fuel consumption 
and brake wear and tear. Where possible avoid frequently 
accelerating and braking as it will use more fuel, cause early 
brake wear and put additional stress on the engine and gearbox.

Braking help

Another way to reduce brake wear is an assisted brake system. 
If you are towing anything over 750kg you must have override 
trailer brakes, over 2000kg and an electronic brake controller 
must be fitted. The Opposite Lock teams use and recommend  
high quality and Australian proven systems such as Redarc  
or Hayman Reese

Overtaking

Like in a race car, overtaking while towing is harder  
than it looks. You can’t pull out or accelerate fast, for fear  
of upsetting the stability of your trailer; you will need a much 
longer stretch of road than you are used to and again like 
on a race track, there are sometimes some faster and more 
aggressive drivers ready to go. If you aren’t sure, the best bet  
is to wait for a dedicated passing lane.

Safe towing adds a whole new degree of skill to driving. While most people can tow a small trailer, it’s different for  
a boat, van or even a fully loaded trailer. These can add a whole new level of complexity to things such as braking 
distance, vehicle handling and peripheral driving vision. Your local Opposite Lock store team can recommend the 
best set up for your tow vehicle but these are some of my tips. Cam McConville.

TOWING ADVICE
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FOR SERIOUS 4WD ENTHUSIASTS 
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FOR SERIOUS 4WD ENTHUSIASTS 
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Hayman Reese has raised the bar again, releasing the next 
generation of towbars.

Historically, towbars have been designed, engineered and 
tested to tow; they have a single purpose. Hayman Reese 
has re-defined the mould with the release of the new X-Bar 
towbar. Using over 65 years of towbar expertise, Hayman Reese 
has focussed on the three major concerns faced by off-road 
enthusiasts; rear recovery, strength and ‘bottoming out’. 
The result is nothing short of a sleek, multi-purposed towbar 
that has forged rated recovery points, superior strength and 
maximum clearance. The X-Bar is an innovative new off-road 
towbar that addresses these concerns. Many 4WDers are under 
the misconception that they can get away with using their 
standard towbar as a recovery device. Over time we have seen 
and heard many terrifying stories about 4WDers using tow 
balls, hitch pin points or even vehicle tie-down points  
to recover their vehicles. Not only is this incredibly dangerous 
and potentially life-threatening but standard towbars are not 
designed to take the force of recovery, even when coupled  
with a recovery hitch. The idea that a ‘recovery hitch’ is a safe 
and rated recovery option, when used with a towbar, is not 
correct. Incorrect recovery situations can lead to cracked 
towbars, a compromised chassis or full disconnection  
from the vehicle. Many 4WDers also experience the issue  
of ‘bottoming out’; a lack of clearance often faced when  
using standard towbar designs.

Recovery Rated

With three dedicated recovery points, the X-Bar provides  
the correct rated attachments for rear recovery. Rated up  
to 8,000kg, the bright red recovery points provide easy visibility 
in muddy situations. The wide mouth of the recovery points 
allows for easy access to secure recovery straps. The location 
of the recovery points provides numerous options for recovery 
at multiple angles. The X-Bar gives 4WDers a safe recovery 
option with their towing solution.

Superior Strength

Built for off-road recovery conditions, the X-Bar is in a class  
of its own. The construction of the X-Bar includes custom 
forged 700 grade steel recovery points and tow ball mount, 
high-tensile Australian Standard grade 10.9 fasteners and 
increased steel thickness in the side plates and crossbar.  
The strength these components add to the overall towbar 
design allows the X-Bar to sustain the force required to safely 
recover a vehicle.

Maximum Clearance

Made specifically for 4WD vehicles, the tow ball mount fits 
Australian Design Rules, with the ball at an appropriate height 
to attach a trailer, and allow for the vehicle to be lifted by 
50mm and remain compliant. The lowest point of the crossbar 
for each fitment is positioned 100mm higher than a standard 
towbar, maximising ground clearance. The inclusion of a 
removable bash plate not only fuses and finishes the clean 
design of the X-Bar but provides protection from rocks and 
dips in off-road situations. Additional protection is provided 
to the trailer plugs with covered twin integrated plug points 
located near the trailer ball mount. These features combined 
with the X-Bar’s positioning and design give 4WDers the 
ultimate solution to issues faced in every off-road situation.

The X-Bar is the solution to the three major concerns faced 
by off-road enthusiasts. No longer is there a need to worry 
about strength and clearance in a towbar or the adding of rear 
recovery points, Hayman Reese combines it all to provide the 
ultimate answer, the X-Bar.

X-BAR, THE NEW STANDARD  
IN OFF-ROAD TOWBARS!
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Towing can be hard.....yes you can put a tow bar on and just 
get on with it but with a few tips, and a little bit more gear 
from your local Opposite Lock store, your towing experience 
can be a lot less stressful. While everyone’s towing needs are 
different, some of the most common extras we recommend 
are a weight distribution system, sway controller, a brake 
controller and towing mirrors.

Commonly used to even up a load is a weight distribution 
system (WDS), otherwise known as a weight distribution  
hitch (WDH), which transfers the towing weight evenly amongst 
the vehicle axles, by reducing the pressure on the tongue. 
When used correctly a WDS should transfer the weight enough 
to level up both your trailer and vehicle and stop the front  
of your vehicle lifing up and the back dropping down.

Used correctly a WDS can help stop trailer sway and 
misaligned head lamps and increase steering and braking 
responsiveness and traction. Experts in towing, Hayman 
Reese, offer five levels of WDS to suit your towing needs.

An additional add-on for your weight distribution system is  
a sway controller. Designed to arrest trailer sway by stopping 
movement between the hitch and the trailer. Sway controllers 
work in one of two ways; the most advanced systems such  

as the Hayman Reese Dual Cam High–Performance attempts  
to stop sway before it starts, while a friction sway system, 
makes use of a friction material and sliding bar that creates 
friction and reduces movement when swaying starts.

One of the most common towing enhancements we sell 
at Opposite Lock are brake controllers. If your trailer/van/
boat weighs more than 750kg at a minimum it must have 
independent brakes. A mechanical override brake will do the 
job, but for best performance we recommend an electronic 
brake controller system (EBC) that applies the brakes as 
required, such as those by Redarc or Hayman Reese. An EBC  
is legally required when the gross trailer mass is over 2000kg.

Another legal requirement, depending on what you are towing, 
are towing mirrors. If you are towing anything wider than  
your vehicle you must have them fitted. There are a variety  
of options on the market, so have a chat to your local Opposite 
Lock store who can recommend the best set-up for you.  
A brand like Clearview have products proven and tested for 
Australian conditions, they have mountings designed unique  
to your vehicle and are a direct replacement for your standard 
side mirrors. For maximum flexibility they have also just 
released a range of electronic powerfold mirrors.

TOWING ACCESSORIES
Correctly packing your vehicle so that the weight is evenly distributed is one of the best ways to avoid issues  
with heavy items over the axles rather than the rear. Know what the loaded weight of your gear is, as trailers  
and vans like vehicles have a payload.
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PLANNING YOUR BIG TRIP
For a long trip, keep the weight down and make sure you have some basic tools. If you are going off-road, make 
sure you know what to check on the car. Almost everything fitted to the vehicle, and the car itself, straight from the 
manufacturer, states that items must be checked. Check for looseness, noises, evidence of rubbing or interference.  
It may be beyond your capability to fix the issue, but it’s not beyond your responsibility to check.  
Gordon from Opposite Lock South Sydney.

A lap around Australia is the great Australian dream for a lot of people. But how to do it can be a daunting task for a lot  
of people. We have put together a list of tips to help get you started and hopefully on the road sooner rather than later...

3  Once you know where you want to sleep and have your budget, Australia is your oyster and you can get started with 
planning your itinerary. We recommend by starting with your “must do this trip” destinations list and see if you can  
line them up to create a rough map to guide you on your way and organise your timings. 

2  Once you have an understanding of where you’re happy to sleep, the next step is to set your budget. Our expert travellers 
tell us that food, fuel and accommodation are the biggest expenses. Driving around with a swag and an awning might  
be your cheapest option, if you don’t need too much more gear and are happy to rough it. If you decide that roughing  
it is not your thing, hotel accommodation and a decent self sufficient vehicle set up for a one or two night stint on the 
road, may work out cheaper than getting a whole new tow vehicle and van.

1  The first thing we recommend doing is working out where you want to sleep. Whether you are happy to go literal five 
stars, with a swag and an awning, or you want a comfy bed in your van, a tent or even hotel rooms, or a combination  
of all of the above, setting this expectation now can guide the rest of your trip planning.

4  Now you know where you are going and how much cash you have to spend, we get to our favourite part, setting up 
you vehicle. Whether you are purchasing a new rig or updating old faithful, we recommend getting down to your local 
Opposite Lock store and chatting to the team about where you are headed and what you want to do. From there they 
can provide a recommendation on the best set up for you; be it a suspension, brake or lighting upgrade, a towing 
package, rook rack and storage solutions, auxiliary power, a protection package or even some camping gear.

5  Our final tip before you head off is to make sure you have the admin stuff sorted. Ensure your vehicle has had a robust 
mechanical inspection, your rego is current and your insurance and roadside assistance covers where you are headed and 
what you are planning on doing. Depending on what you are doing with your house, you may need to organise a house  
or pet sitter or to end your lease. We also recommend redirecting your mail or organising someone you trust to collect and 
open it. Finally, always arrange to leave an itinerary and contact details with someone in case things don’t quite go to plan.
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PACK ‘EM, 
RACK ‘EM AND STACK ‘EM

Rhino-Rack has been creating world class Roof 
Racks since 1992. Today we are the proud owner 
of Australia’s most diverse and innovative range 
of roof rack products, supplying high quality gear 
to all industry segments. Find out more about 
our Roof racks, Accessories and Awnings at 
rhinorack.com.au

There is no one-size-fits-all guide to getting your gear  
to where you are headed and back. A quick trip up to the 
Murray for a long weekend with the kids could be as logistical 
as a military exercise, requiring draw systems, roof racks  
and even a rear carrier, while a week away with the boys,  
a tinnie and a swag might only involve the back seat. Our local 
Opposite Lock teams understand this and will work with you  
to offer a solution that is as unique and flexible as you.

Roof Racks are the most common way to carry your gear.  
They are easy to use, don’t impede on your cabin space 
and with styles such as platforms, baskets and rails readily 
available, there is a design to suit everyone. Even better,  
a decent open-ended modular accessory system like those  
by Rhino Rack or Front Runner give you the benefit of being 
able to fit and change add-ons to suit your lifestyle. Need  
to carry the kid’s bike this weekend and fishing rods the next? 
We’ve got you covered.

A roof rack doesn’t provide protection from the elements,  
but we can help you with that too. One of our favourite 
solutions is the MSA 4x4 Accessories range of heavy duty 
canvas bags and boxes that help keep your gear covered.

An alternative to roof racks that don’t impede on your cabin 
space are rear carriers. Designed predominantly to carry 
spare wheels which can be cumbersome to get on and off your 
roof and can cause stress on rear doors or impede underbody 
access. The Outback Accessories range we recommend 
and stock are available in single and double options and are 
available with a range of accessory mounts for aerials, jacks, 
winches and jerry cans.

If external storage isn’t what you are after, or you need a little 
more organisation in your life, a Drawer System could be the 
way to go. There are almost as many drawers on the market 
as there are cars. Our number one tip is to get something that 
has been rigorously tested for our conditions. MSA 4x4 are so 
confident in their Explorer Aluminium system and its plethora 
of features, they back it with a lifetime guarantee. The Decked 
range is one of the best on market for Aussie utes. The range 
is uniquely designed for each vehicle, is weatherproof to keep 
your gear safe and dry and can be installed (and uninstalled) 
in 15 minutes. The Front Runner range of drawers is proven 
under some of the toughest conditions in the world, can hold 
over 100kg per drawer and is available in universal or vehicle 
specific designs.

Once you get your gear packed and ready to go, take a photo and save it on your phone. You think you will 
remember how you put that puzzle together to get away, but in the rush of packing it all up at the end of your trip, 
you will feel like you somehow acquired stuff you didn’t have before.
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Rhino-Rack has been creating world class Roof 
Racks since 1992. Today we are the proud owner 
of Australia’s most diverse and innovative range 
of roof rack products, supplying high quality gear 
to all industry segments. Find out more about 
our Roof racks, Accessories and Awnings at 
rhinorack.com.au



GO TO EXTREMES.
BRING BACK PROOF.

AFRICA BORN, OUTBACK PROVEN ROOF RACKS, 
RACK ACCESSORIES  AND CAMPING GEAR



For over 20 years Front Runner has made the toughest 
off-road touring gear on the planet. You won’t find cheap 
plastic or brittle parts on our roof racks; only strong, durable 
aluminium and stainless steel components crafted by skilled 
engineers in our ISO certified factory. Because our racks  
are backed by a Lifetime Warranty*, you can focus on your 
fun instead of worrying about your gear.

With over 60 rack-mounted accessories for securing outdoor 
gear, camping supplies, water, recovery equipment, roof top 

tents, and much more, you’ll always be ready to choose your own 
adventure. And with 55+ rack sizes, you’ll be sure to have a perfect 
fit for almost any vehicle. Add or remove rack slats to create a full 
platform, or remove slats to make space for your sunroof, while 
Expedition Rails give you the basket look and functionality.

Join the growing list of explorers, athletes, NGOs, government 
agencies and 4x4 enthusiasts that trust Front Runner gear  
to always get them where they need to go. Get ahead of the 
pack! Next time you visit Opposite Lock, ask for Front Runner.

GO TO EXTREMES.
BRING BACK PROOF.

AFRICA BORN, OUTBACK PROVEN ROOF RACKS, 
RACK ACCESSORIES  AND CAMPING GEAR

There are many things synonymous with Australian life 
as it exists today. Arguably, it’s our sprawling, rugged 
landscapes, immaculate beaches and casual way of life  
that are our most identifiable features. But we also  
place a great emphasis on supporting Australian family 
businesses; be it your local corner shop, grocer or perhaps 
something bigger, like the family-owned and Australian 
born roof rack company, Rhino-Rack.

Making up over 70%* of all businesses in Australia,  
the once humble family business sector is now a national 
cornerstone and powerhouse force in ensuring the 
continuation of a strong economy. In fact, those working 
within a family business attest to job satisfaction and 

happiness at a far higher rate than your average workplace. 
That’s why Rhino-Rack continues to ensure their family values 
and work ethic can be easily found across all aspects of the 
business, from ideation and design, all the way through  
to assembly—and it’s all based right here in Australia.  
Since 1992, the family-owned and operated Rhino-Rack has 
been here in Oz, supplying the highest of quality roof racks, 
awnings, backbones, shades (and much more) to the sun-
seekers, nature lovers, tradespeople and sporting enthusiasts 
across the country.

With the aim of being the most successful and best roof-rack 
company in the world by providing world-class innovation, with 
roof racks and accessories, Rhino-Rack is just getting started.

A FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS
FOR AUSTRALIAN ADVENTURERS

AFRICAN BORN,
OUTBACK PROVEN

*limited to as long as the original retail purchaser owns the product.
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As fun and relaxing as it is camping can be uncomfortable 
and sometimes just plain tough, but at your local Opposite 
Lock store we have knowledge and the gear, to make  
it a little bit easier, comfier and even more relaxing.

Shelter is a basic human need, and when camping it provides 
essential protection from the elements. An awning is perfect 
for this and with the addition of optional extras such as walls, 
extension or even mosquito nets awnings can provide extra  
space and keep pesky bugs at bay. At Opposite Lock we  
stock a range of awnings for every budget and need across  
our Opposite Lock, Rhino Rack and Darche ranges.

The other thing Darche excel in is giving you somewhere 
comfy to sleep and sit with a full range of quality tents,  
swags, sleeping gear and camping furniture. Established  
in Australia over 25 years ago, founder Darren O’Dwyer and  
his wife Cheryl (DAR-CHE), embarked on a journey to find  
a quick, practical and easy to stow outdoor sleeping solution. 
This drove the introduction of the first ever dome style swag 
and revolutionised the traditional swag market. Today, Darche 
specialise in vehicle touring solutions including swags, roof  
top tents and awnings which are designed, trialled and tested 
by a team of passionate outdoor enthusiasts.

With innovation, integrity and longevity always at the forefront, 
Darche design and create each product with the customer’s 
needs in mind. Darche are continually refining, using the best 
technical materials and ensuring the right technologies are 
used in producing high quality, consumer friendly products. 

Refining the whole camping experience, Darche have also 
extended their range to include sleeping gear and camping 
furniture to ensure all your camping essentials are covered.

Our other go-to for making camping comfy is the built tough 
Front Runner brand. Their range of rooftop tents and 
camping furniture, have been built tough for Africa  
and proven in our very own Aussie outback. 

No off-road adventure should begin without a first aid 
kit tucked away somewhere you can grab it and go in an 
emergency. Our Opposite Lock kit has you covered. It’s 
packed with valuable extras from Burnaid dressing and gel, 
instant ice pack, sunscreen, crepe/ compression bandages, 
to resuscitation face mask and a thermometer. The large soft 
pack has carry handles and waist strap for easy transportation.

Nothing will spoil a camping trip quicker than a bout of  
food poisoning…or a hot beer. Food and drinks that need  
to be cold, need a cooling solution that has been tested  
and proven in the harsh Australian climate. The fridge and  
freezer ranges that we stock include our own Opposite Lock 
stainless steel range, the trusted and reliable Snomaster 
brand, high performance National Luna and old faithful 
Dometic - Waeco.

Once you have yourself comfy, safe and with somewhere  
to keep your beverages, we recommend our ultimate 
indulgence a Thetford Porta Potti. With over 40 years 
experience in being there when you have to go, they  
are packed with features to make your life easier.

CAMPING IN STYLE
Camping is meant to be uncomfortable, it’s going to be dirty, and it’s supposed to be fun. So just remember the 
camp-fire and a few friends with some stories to tell. And an Opposite Lock Solar Blanket to make sure the beers  
stay cold in the fridge – Gordon from Opposite Lock South Sydney.  
Buy quality camping gear. Most cheap camping gear you get from leading department stores is almost disposable – 
Matty from Opposite Lock Breakfast Creek. Leave nothing but footprints – David from Opposite Lock Epping.
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Customers
Very Cool 

Stainless Steel 40 Litre  
Fridge or Freezer

Stainless Steel 65 Litre  
Fridge or Freezer

Stainless Steel 72 Litre  
Double Door  Fridge & Freezer

No matter what the distance or the terrain, having the right kit for the journey is essential. That includes having a reliable 
fridge/freezer to keep food and drink from spoiling and at the right temperature. What better way to relax after a tough day 

4WDing than getting the BBQ going and having a couple of cold ones with friends and family. 

The Opposite Lock range of fridge/freezers are great at getting things cool quickly while external temperatures peak.  
Our range uses a highly sophisticated electronic controller to ensure energy efficiency and optimal temperature,  

high quality insulation and a sturdy stainless steel outer skin to take the bumps when you’re in the bush. 

Visit your local Opposite Lock store and see how our fridge/freezers stack-up against the competition  
or oppositelock.com.au for more information. 
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As more and more Aussies have started to embark on longer and tougher trips, camping fridges have become less  
of a luxury and more of a necessity. Offering a practical and convenient alternative to an esky packed with ice,  
they are a decent investment but likely to be one of the most useful pieces of gear you will take away.

With so many options on the market, your local Opposite Lock store can take you through our range and ask  
you a few questions to ascertain the best option for you. Our teams use and recommend the brands below. 

 Dometic

The Dometic brand was built on an idea that started in the 
1920s and they haven’t stopped innovating since. The CFX 
series is one of Australia’s most loved, with everything from  
an 8L drink cooler right up to a 72L dual door fridge and  
freezer. Ensuring that whether you are looking for something  
to keep your catch frozen, drinks chilled or food fresh,  
Dometic can help.

 
 

The 40L single door fridge or freezer variant of the Opposite 
Lock stainless steel fridge was voted by 4x4 Australia as the 
winner of their 2016 eight-way fridge comparison, thanks  
to its ability to maintain its internal temps when it heated  
up outside. This performance is continued across the range 
that also includes a 65L version and a 72L dual door fridge  
and freezer and backed up by a 5 year compressor and  
2 year parts warranty.

 
 

With an easy to understand range, genuine Snomaster 
compressors have been proven in over 425,000 fridges across 
the world. Snomaster products are designed to withstand 
the Australian climate & conditions and are backed by a 5 year 
warranty. Whether you are a family off for a long weekend  
of camping, setting up to do the big loop or an extreme  
off-roader, Snomaster has a fridge/freezer to suit you.

 
 

These high performance fridges/freezers have been  
sold in Australia for over ten years and deservedly so,  
have established a reputation as the choice for people  
needing serious performance in the toughest conditions.  
They are the preferred choice of caterers, mining companies, 
travellers and 4WDers who desire commercial grade quality 
and serious performance with low battery consumption  
in demanding conditions.

National Luna believes their demonstrated performance,  
in the form of a proven ability to refrigerate or freeze safely  
in very hot weather, with the lowest possible power 
consumption and with reliability and a long life second  
to none, sets them apart. Food lasts longer and no matter  
what the climate, you will have a working fridge or freezer.

Cooling plates deliver cooling to all inner walls, ensuring 
consistent temperatures all around the cabinet and fast  
“pull-down” times, while unique high-density insulation  
and removable inflatable door seals allow easy cleaning,  
digital thermostats and quality components ensure the  
SECOP compressor can run for the shortest possible time, 
which means low battery consumption and performance 
reserves for tough demands.

All fridges feature a 3 year warranty and are available in 40L, 
50L, 52L, 55L, 60L, 72L, 80L, 90L, 110L, & 125L, with twin  
and single bin models available.

STAY COOL

Opposite Lock

National Luna

Snomaster
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Opposite Lock Awnings

Easy to install and raise, Opposite Lock Awnings are packed 
with features for a casual picnic or full-scale camping housing. 
and are available in 1.4m, 2.0m and 2.5m lengths, with khaki  
or camo patterns. They feature a 5v LED lighting strip built  
into the interior housing for night-time illumination and come 
with mounting brackets and a tool kit for a hassle free install. 
On top of all that, they’re waterproof and UV protected and 
come sealed safely in a heavy-duty nylon reinforced PVC  
bag. Opposite Lock awnings also have optional upgrades  
for mosquito netting or fully enclosed canvas sides for shelter 
from the elements or even for camping.

Hema Maps & Navigator

Hema Maps has 
been inspiring  
on and off-road 
travel since 1983, 
crafting navigation 
solutions for every 
kind of explorer. 
Whether you are  
after a traditional paper map for trip planning or navigation  
or the ultimate on and off-road GPS navigation system,  
the Hema HX-1 Navigator, Hema has a solution for you.

4WD & Road Atlas

Designed in conjunction with 
Opposite Lock & Hema Maps, 
the Australia Road & 4WD 
Atlas has Australia-wide atlas 
mapping and a bonus 4WD 
mapping section, with facilities 
marked on the map for informed 
trip-planning and navigation.

Uniden IGO  
Dash Cams

Uniden’s new IGO 
Camera Range 
is the latest in 
vehicle accident 
recording “black 
box” technology. Whether parking at the shops or heading off-
road you can record what you need to. Available in 5 models 
there is a camera to suit your needs, budget and lifestyle.

Darche Camping chair

These chairs uniquely allow 
you to choose from three 
inclined positions and offer  
a padded high back and seat. 
Premium quality, these chairs 
include a convenient side 
storage pocket, large drink 
holder and carry bag.

If you’re venturing out into the bush, down to the beach, or even heading off in your boat, it pays to be prepared for almost 
any eventuality. Your local Opposite Lock store stocks a range of those little wing essentials that you might need,  
some of our current favourites are:

GETAWAY ESSENTIALS

Opposite Lock First Aid Kits

If you are into adventure or are just working in the bush this kit will suit  
you. Packed with valuable extras from Burnaid dressing and gel, instant  
ice pack, sunscreen, crepe/compression bandages, to resuscitation  
face mask and thermometer. The large soft pack has carry  
handles and waist strap.
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The Explorer Aluminium Storage Drawer 
System has passed all the requirements 

prescribed by the ADRs and AS/NZS, 
without any structural weaknesses or 

degradation of the system to the extent 
that it would affect the safety of the 

vehicle occupants or other road users. 

(. CRASH TESTED & 
._) ADR COMPLIANT 

Designed from the ground up 
to establish the way a quality 

4WD storage system should be. 

Heavy duty crash tested 
250KG load rating per 

pair of drawers! 

Flush fitting removable 
wing kits will be 
available for most 4WDs 

and work utes, allowing 
access to storage areas 
beside the drawers. 

Patented "Stay-Open 
Block" allows the 

drawer to remain in an 
open position, even on a 
30 degree slope! 

100% aluminium construction with 
anodised aluminium components. 

Super strong, lightweight and 
lifetime corrosion resistance. 

The unique patented "pro-glide" slide 
runner system and sealed bearings allow 

for 100% drawer extension & access. 
The entire drawer comes out further than 
the frame! No hard to reach items in our 
drawers and no unpacking of contents to 

reach items at the back! 

Internal LED Strip Light 
which is activated at 
full extension, delivers 
increased practicality, 
complete with manual 
override switch. 

Access under the 
drawer wings now with 
removable wing face 
panels on most models. 

MSA 4X4 Anodised 
Aluminium Explorer 
Power Panel now available 
to suit! 
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MSA 4X4 have a range of quality 
slides & barriers available to suit 
your every need! 

MSA 4X4 Straight Slides 
A simple, versatile&: convenient solution to access 
your fridge contents! Features include; unique lock-in 
lock-out mechanism ensures that the slide stays in the 
extended position regardless of the angle your vehicle 
is on, heavy duty 200kg slide runner rating, key lock, 
runner locks and supplied tie down kit ensure that your 
tray and fridge are secure whilst travelling. 

5 Sizes available to suit your application from 

MSA 4X4 Side Straight Slides 
Designed for instances where your fridge slide is better 
suited sideways, its quality over extension roller bearing 
slides allow for maximum extension to provide access to 
your fridge over your tailgate or rear bar. 

5 Sizes available to suit your application from 

MSA 4X4 Drop Slides 
The Drop Slide slides out from its stowed position and 
lowers a full 30cm in one smooth, safe and easy motion, 
enabling the platform to remain in a perfectly horizontal 
position the whole time. The slide then raises back into its 
stowed position in one very light and easy motion. 

5 Sizes available to suit your application from 

MSA 4X4 Side Drop Slides 
Designed for specific applications where your Drop Slide 
is better suited sideways, the Side Drop Slide allows for 
unrestricted access to your fridge, toolbox or generator 
at a safe level with ease, before raising the slide in one 
very light and easy motion back into its stowed position! 

4 Sizes available to suit your application from 

MSA 4X4 Fridge � 
Store your accessories safely and securely around the 
fridge barrier and at the same time, protect your fridge 
from any loose gear. No more unpacking the car to 
access your fridge! 

16 Sizes available to suit your application from 



So you’ve loaded up the rig and you’re ready to head off on the next adventure, when you check the bank balance and realise 
you may not be getting that far, or maybe you are ready to quit work and do the big lap and are willing to rough it a little  
to go a little bit longer. Free (or low cost) camping could be just the thing for you.

CAMPING ON A BUDGET
Some of our favourite places to free camp around the country are:

New South Wales

Located in Cocoparra National Park just half an hour drive  
from Griffith in the NSW Riverina, is the beautiful Woolshed  
Flat Campground. With eco toilets, barbeques and fireplaces,  
it is the perfect place to base yourself for bushwalking, birdwatching  
or some off-roading in the national park. 2WD vehicles can get 
to the camp site but the road does become boggy after rain.

Northern Territory

Litchfield National Park is a national icon and a must do for 
anyone visiting Darwin. Only accessible by 4WD Surprise Creek 
Camping area is home to magic swimming spots with hidden 
plunge pools. The site is the most secluded in Litchfield and 
has no drinkable water but does have eco toilets. Generators 
and pets are not permitted inside the park. Cost is $3.30 per  
adult, $1.65 per child or $7.70 per family (2 adults and 4 children).

Queensland

Both the camp sites Cedar Grove and Amamoor Creek camping 
area located in the stunning Amamoor State Forest just 2 hours  
north of Brisbane are suitable for bringing vans in. Not quite 
free at $6.15 per person per night or $24.60 per family, the 
national park has some amazing walks. Firewood should be 
brought in and dogs are allowed in Amamoor Creek camping 
area only. The Amamoor Creek camping area does become 
home to the Gympie Music Muster in late August and access  
is restricted to festival ticket holders.

South Australia

Settled in the Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park one  
of South Australia’s most popular tourist destinations is the 
Acraman camping area, one of the smallest camping sites  
in the park. Perfect for exploring the Heysen Trail and the 

Wilpena Pound area the camp site is designed for down- 
to-earth campers with only basic toilets available. No dogs  
are allowed in the park and camp fees are $15 per night.

Tasmania

With almost 40% of Tasmania protected national parks 
and reserves you are sure to find some of Australia’s most 
picturesque camp sites in the apple isle. You will have to buy 
a national parks pass to access them, but they start at $60 
per vehicle and you can use any of the free camp sites. Our 
favourite would have to be Apsley Waterhole camping area,  
in the Douglas-Apsley National Park on the East Coast  
of Tasmania. The camp site it is a 10 minute walk from  
the carpark but the waterhole makes it worth it.

Victoria

Howqua Hills about 30 minutes from Mansfield in the  
Mount Buller region, with six free camp areas, camp sites 
are on a first come, first served basis. The camp areas have 
non-flush toilets and BYO firewood camp-fires are allowed 
(subject to fire restrictions) in fireplaces provided and dogs are 
allowed on leads. The area has heaps great activities including 
off-roading, bushwalking, fishing, gold-panning and seasonal 
horse riding.

Western Australia

550km north of Perth is Lucky Bay, Kalbarri, one of the  
most beautiful beach camping spots in Australia. Not quite  
free but for $15 a night per vehicle you can’t go past it. This  
is back to nature camping at its best and you need to be pretty 
self-sufficient, but the beach is amazing and you can fish, swim 
and kayak to your hearts content and there are some great dunes  
for playing with your 4x4. Remember this is sand, so recovery 
tracks and low tyre pressures are a must.
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3  Make sure all food is stored securely. This will keep 
it safe from adverse weather, nocturnal visitors and 
save you having to buy more. 

2  Camping gives you the chance to get away from it all  
and enjoy the beauty and tranquillity that Australia  
is renowned for. When low cost camping it is important  
to remember that looking after a site means that it will  
be there in the future for you to enjoy again. Take all your  
rubbish with you, never remove plants or wildlife and  
always make sure any camp-fires are properly extinguished.

1  Whether you are in a van or a tent, always be aware  
of any rules and regulations relating to where you  
can and can’t set up camp, as different councils have 
different rules and it won’t be cheap camping if you 
get a fine. These days there are plenty of ways to get info 
on where you can and can’t camp including websites, 
apps, local tourist information centres or even other 
campers if you are moving on to your next site.

4  If you plan your meals and do a big shop before  
you go, you can save on those last minute  
impulse purchases. 

5  With free camping it is likely you won’t have the  
resources you can normally access in a traditional  
camp site, so being self-sufficient with food, water, 
power and fuel is critical.

6  On the subject of gear, buying quality gear that  
is backed by a warranty and after-sales service, 
can be more expensive upfront, but can save you 
money in the long run and ensure your gear works 
when you need it to. It’s also a good idea to build 
up your gear collection slowly, as you might decide 
you don’t need the latest gadget after a couple  
of trips.

Some of our best camping hints and tips:
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RECOVERY
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Getting stuck can happen to the best off-roader and knowing how to get out can  
be tricky. As part of Australia’s biggest independent 4WD and vehicle accessory 
specialist, your local Opposite Lock store can recommend the right gear to get  
you out safely. 

Whether you are after a heavy duty winch, a functional recovery kit, recovery points 
or just some basic recovery tracks or blocks we can provide guidance on what will 
work for you and even how to use it from some of Australia’s biggest recovery brands 
including Warn, VRS, KingOne, Max Trax, Roadsafe, Outback Armour and our very  
own Opposite Lock gear. 
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A winch used to safely recover your vehicle could turn a disastrous 4WD adventure into a small set back that lets you get 
back on your way with minimal disruption. At Opposite Lock we recommend and sell winches that are tested to the highest 
standard to help ensure that they perform safely when you need them to.

KingOne

The KingOne range of winches are our entry level range 
winch, the range offers a value packed price tag with proven 
performance in Australia. The winches are designed and 
engineered to deliver powerful pulling power and fast line 
speed and a three stage planetary gear system to deliver full 
torque performance through an innovative R&D and quality 
control process. For peace of mind, these features are backed 
by our nationwide and two year electrical warranty and 
lifetime mechanical warranty.

To offer you maximum flexibility to suit your winching 
requirements the KingOne range comes in 4 product 
variations. The KingOne TDS Series Winch is suitable for  
most vehicles and is available with a synthetic or steel line,  
in 9500 or 12000lb applications. For larger vehicles and serious 
off-roaders the TDS Heavy Duty Series is a steel line winch 
with 16500 or 20000lb variants.

If you are after something smaller the KDS Series winch  
offers the same benefits as the TDS Series but is better suited 
to vehicles with narrow chassis rails or a limited winch space  
in a steel line, in 9000 or 12000lb application. There is even a steel 
line 3000 or 4000lb ATV Series for those smaller off-roaders.

VRS

VRS Winches are designed in Australia, specifically to perform  
in the conditions and environment that Australians face 
when off-roading. The range includes a 9500 & 12000lb steel 
cable and synthetic rope option, that lends itself to offering 
customers an affordable, durable and reliable recovery winch 
option. The compact but functional design fits most winch 
compatible bullbars.

The simplicity of range ensures that features and benefits  
are standard across all variants, including IP68 dust and water 
resistant, to deliver reliable performance when you need it 
most, 12V/5.3hp motor that supports extended winching duty 
cycles, a fully sealed contractor pack that offers protection 
against weather, vibration and temperature and a multi-
segmented cam activated brake to help prevent line slippage 
when in use.

Warn

With over 70 years in the recovery game, when you purchase  
a Warn winch you know that you are backed by the experience 
that comes with learning, updating and listening to what  
their customers want and need with each and every  
product update.

 
WINCH RANGE

KingOne 9,500lb Synthetic Rope Winch

VRS 9,500lb Synthetic Rope Winch
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The range of winches stretches from standard duty to ultimate 
performance, covered by the Warn limited lifetime warranty,  
so you know you are getting a workhorse you can depend  
on, whether you know exactly what you are after or would  
like the Opposite Lock team at your local store to point  
you in the right direction.

The Warn entry level Tabor Series winch offers big power  
and even bigger value. Available in 10000 and 12000lb 
capacity, this steel line winch has a remote control with  
3.7m lead.

Other features standard across the Tabor range include low 
profile design and separate control pack to allow for various 
mounting options*, an exclusive brake design and reliable 
three-stage planetary gear train for superior winching control, 
along with series-wound motors for power and fast line  
speed and remote control and corded control options  
for maximum flexibility.

These standard features are also present across the Warn 
premium series winch range. The Warn premium series range 
covers the legendary M series, the long-time best seller XD 
series and the new standard in the premium range the Warn 
Zeon series.

The M series has been a Warn customer favourite for over  
20 years and with a range of options to suit your vehicle it’s 
easy to see why. The 8000lb winch comes in synthetic and  
wire options and is also available in wire high mount option. 
For a bit of extra pulling power there is also a 12000lb steel 
cable option with all options featuring a good looking chip-
resistant powder-coated finish.

Designed from the ground up, based on customer feedback, 
the Zeon Series looks as good as it performs, with its 
satin-black finish, muck-busting sealing and hyper-durable 
aluminium housing, it is tough enough to tackle anything  
you will. With 8000, 10000 and 12000lb options in synthetic  
or wire rope, there is a Zeon for every driver.

For the ultimate in winching performance our go-to range  
is the Warn ultimate performance range. Incorporating  
the ZEON Platinum, CTi, XP and XDC winch collection,  
these winches set the benchmark for modern, technologically 
advanced recovery.

The Zeon Platinum winch series is one of the worlds most 
technologically advanced winches featuring an advanced 
wireless remote, with remote clutch, vehicle battery feedback 
and auxiliary controls for lights and extreme waterproofing. 
Select from a 10000 or 12000lb winch with steel cable  
or synthetic line.

The newest addition to the Warn ultimate performance 
95000lb line up is the cti series – designed for the serious 
off-roader it offers a massive protective structure and 
sophisticated operator feedback to deliver fast line speeds  
and long duty cycles. You can also choose from a synthetic 
rope or steel cable to best suit your winching application.

The XDC series 9500lb winch, packs a serious amount of 
pulling power in its compact shape It features a thermometric 
protection device to suspend operation, an extreme duty  
cycle to deliver long, efficient pulls, a remote mount control  
box and a corded and wireless winch control, and a choice  
of synthetic rope or steel cable. It offers you ultimate flexibility  
in a powerful and reliable winch.

When you need extreme performance in a winch the Warn 
XP Series 9500lb winch offers a synthetic rope or steel cable 
option and is designed to offer the highest performance in the 
harshest conditions. With fast line speeds, an extreme duty 
sealing and contactor control, it is the winch you want when 
the going gets tough.

For a bigger truck the Warn Heavyweight Series Winch  
has been designed to perform to its full capacity in the  
most strenuous conditions imaginable. This steel cable  
winch is available in 15000 and 16000lb options.

WARN ZEON 12-S Platinum Winch

*some exclusions apply – XD9000i. Zeon Series require relocation kit 
sold separately
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The KingOne TDS 9.5 is made to work through the toughest conditions. Additional waterproofing features include specially 
manufactured sealed motor drum supports and V-ring seals inside the drum flanges.

Using a rotating ring gear means the gears are ALWAYS set ready to run which eliminates any final drive gear meshing that 
may occur as per a sliding clutch type winch.

KINGONE TDS 9500LB
*ALSO AVAILABLE IN 12000LB SYNTHETIC*

Features

• Powerful and reliable 12volt 5hp heavy duty series 
wound motor

• Specially manufactured sealed motor drum supports

• 3 stage planetary gearbox

• Super easy-turn free spool lever

• Sealed solenoids

• 173:1 ratio which offers fast line speed

• Automatic external double tapered brake on the end  
of the gearbox - ideal for the use of synthetic ropes  
as there is no heat build-up by usual in-drum brakes

• Both drum supports accommodate V-ring seals bearing 
onto the drum flanges to help stop the ingress of mud 
and water
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TDS9.5H TDS12.0H

Line Pull 4309kg/9500lb 5442kg/12000lb

Motor 12v/5.2HP 12v/6.0HP

Brake External dual cone External dual cone

Gear Train Three stage planetary Three stage planetary

Gear Ratio 156:1 216:1

Free-spooling clutch Rotating ring gear Rotating ring gear

Steel cable size 8.7mm x 30m 9.5mm x 27.4m

Steel cable type Aircraft A7x19 Aircraft A7x19

Synthetic rope size 9mm x 30m 9mm x 30m

Synthetic rope type Dyneema Dyneema

Drum size 63.5mm x 229mm 63.5mm x 229mm

Rotating ring gear:

All KingOne winches engage winch drive via a self-locating rotating ring gear clutch. This is a far 
superior design to conventional ‘sliding’ ring gear engagement. For example, a TDS12 will utilise  
an 18mm drop pin to engage the rotating ring gear, a a winch will use a 2-3mm pin on the free-spool 
lever to achieve the same operation.

Sliding ring gears can be extremely difficult to engage if the planetary gears are not aligned in the 
housing properly. This can lead to excessive force being applied by the user resulting in a sliding  
ring gear pin breakage.

As there is no lateral movement to engage the KingOne winch, it is impossible for KingOne gear  
sets to intermesh with the rotating ring gear.

Dual cone brake: 

The great lengths gone to by KingOne to develop this braking mechanism has resulted in a 
worldwide patent. This positive load assembly (see TDS winch details) is unique in both its design 
and location. It is extremely easy to maintain synthetic rope when the drum-heat-build up issue  
is eliminated by an external brake.

Pressed steel gears: 

KingOne winches are fitted with machined, pressed steel gears. They are secured by pressed steel 
tubing. Comparative products are generally held together via a conventional pop-rivet design and  
as such they are prone to having an unreasonable amount of slack between each planetary gear. 
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RECOVERY GEAR
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It’s an inevitable part of going off-roading. Don’t let getting stuck put you off your 
adventure. Make sure you pack the right recovery equipment for your vehicle and 
terrain. At your local Opposite Lock store we stock the gear proven to get you out  
no matter where your adventure takes you.
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Jacks & Accessories

The jack is one of the most tried and 
true pieces of equipment you can have 
in your recovery kit. Pretty much every 
vehicle comes with one as standard.

In theory getting your vehicle off the 
ground should be a piece of cake, but 
throw in some unstable ground and  
a fully loaded 4x4 and things can get 
tricky. So selecting the best jack for your 
recovery is key, for your safety, and the 
vehicle’s as well. So if you’re after a hi-lift 
jack, an air jack or the gear that goes 
with it the team at your local Opposite 
Lock store can help out.

Recovery Straps

It’s a strange thing to think that a narrow fabric strip is the single most 
relied upon piece of 4x4 recovery equipment in the world. Credited with 
thousands of rescues and recoveries around the globe, the recovery  
strap is the most important tool you could have in your kit. That’s why  
it’s important to choose one that has been designed, tested and proven 
to do the job it was made for. 

At Opposite Lock we stock a full range of tested and rated recovery  
straps including snatch straps, winch extension 
straps and tree trunk protectors.

Recovery Tracks

Off-road adventuring can take you across every type 
of terrain imaginable, from beach sand to soft mud, 
slick ice, loose rocks and gravel. MAXTRAX takes 
the drama out of getting stuck. These UV-stabilized, 
flexible, super tough, engineering-grade, reinforced 
nylon MAXTRAX MKII are available in 14 colours  
to individualise your vehicle’s style.

Tyre Accessories

Your tyres are the one thing keeping your 4x4 on the road,  
so making sure that you take care of them and have the right 
gear to do it, might just help you avoid getting stuck to start 
with. Whether it’s an air compressor to get you off the beach,  
a tyre deflator to get you going on the beach, or something  
to help fix up a tyre, we can help. 

Recovery Kits & Accessories

Good, reliable recovery gear is a must have for any off-roader, new  
or experienced, casual or serious. Sometimes a couple of shackles  
and a snatch strap is all you’ll need, and other times, you’ll use just 
about every bit of kit in the back of your fourby to get unstuck. Whether 
you’re after a full kit or just some bits and pieces to top up your kit,  
your local Opposite Lock store can help you out.

RECOVERY ACCESSORIES 
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TOUGH DOG 
RECOVERY 
GEAR KITS

 1 x 9 metre - 8,000kg OR 11,000kg Snatch Strap
 1 x 3 metre 10,000kg Tree Trunk Protector
 1 x 20 metre 10,000kg wicnh extension strap
 1 x 10,000kg Pulley Block
 2 x 4.75T W.L.L Bow Shackles
 1 x Leather/synthetic work gloves
 1 x Recovery Damper Blanket
 Heavy duty carry bag
 3 year warranty (material & manufacture)

11T

8T

When you get stopped in your tracks, the Tough Dog  
Complete Recovery Kit has everything you need to get 
back on track! Having a Tough Dog complete recovery kit 
on board gives you the confidence to know that no matter 
how stuck you get, you’ll have the equipment to get back 
on track right there with you. 

Every component is independently tested in Australia 
by NATA certified testing laboratories to ensure it won’t let 
you down! With all the essentials for both snatch and winch 
recovery situations packed into the heavy duty bag, you’ll 
always be prepared.

All components also available separately

RECOVERY KIT WITH YOUR CHOICE 
OF 9M SNATCH STRAP: 8T OR 11T



A-Z OF RECOVERY GEAR

Bow Shackles

Are essential for fastening straps, shackle blocks and winch 
cables for recovery. Always use a bow shackle that is rated 
correctly for your vehicle. You can find this stamped on the 
shackle with WLL (weight load limit). 

Bullbag Air Jack

An air jack is a recovery tool that is inflated by a hose 
connected to a compressor or your exhaust.

Compressors 

Air compressors are one of the most useful pieces of off-
roading equipment. Apart from inflating tyres, or powering 
your air jack, they can be used for Inflating the kids balls and 
the all-important air mattress, running air tools, powering 
airlockers or even reseating a tyre bead.

Drag Chain

Designed to drag large logs or fallen trees out of the path  
of your 4WD.

Hand Winch

An alternative to a permanently mounted winch, working 
under the same premise, but requiring you to put the effort  
in. It can be a great option when you need to winch sideways 
or backwards but remember to take all the usual winching 
safety precautions.

Hi-lift Jack 

A hi-lift jack is designed to lift a 4WD off the ground to assist  
in recovery. When using a hi-lift jack you must use a jacking 
point and always ensure hands (and faces) are kept clear  
of the jack and handle.

Hi-lift Jack Lift Mate 

The Lift Mate is an accessory designed for combined use with  
a Hi-Lift Jack to allow a wheel to be used as a jack point.

Hi–Lift Jack Bag 

Dust and grime can build up in and around the gearing 
resulting in a compromised tool. A bag keeps it clean  
and ready to use.

Gloves

Recovery can be dirty, dangerous work so gloves  
are an essential tool in any kit to protect your hands.

Load Bridle Sleeve 

A load bridle is designed to evenly distribute the load  
on the vehicle during a recovery operation when connected  
to the two recovery points.

Modular Tool Kit 

The Opposite Lock modular tool kit offers you a portable, 
space-saving tool set packed into its own carry bag.  
By locking together the  stainless steel handles with the  
head attachments you have an axe, tree saw, pick axe,  
mallet, shovel, 1/2” socket drive and tyre levers on hand  
when required.

Recovery Hitch 

Tow balls should never be used as a recovery point.  
A recovery hitch slides into any 50mm towbar receiver and 
locks in using the pull pin and clip. Ours comes with a 3.25t 
shackle, so you can hook a snatch strap on right out of the  
box if needed.

Recovery Kits 

A bag loaded with the gear you need for a recovery. Can be  
as simple or extravagant as your budget and needs require.

Recovery Points 

Most vehicles will come with what may look like recovery 
points, however they may be suitable for tie down points 
for transporting but may not be rated for off-road recovery. 
Our Roadsafe recovery points are destruction tested during 
development, to safeguard against failure when installed  
and used correctly in recovery situations.

Your local Opposite Lock store stocks all the recovery gear you will ever need. Getting out and about with your 4x4 means 
that there is a chance you will get stuck, whether it be rocks, mud, logs, water or any of the above combination. We have put 
together an A-Z list of what all that gear does.
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GET UNSTUCK!
Trac-Grabber is the easiest way to get 
you out of trouble off-road

With Australia’s love of adventure 
and off-roading, getting stuck 
happens more than we would like  
to admit. Getting out is now even 
easier with Trac-Grabber. Launching 
exclusively at Opposite Lock,  
Trac-Grabbers are designed to get 
you “un-stuck” when you find yourself 
in those sticky off-road moments.

Made from EPDM Rubber with a 
webbed strap and D-Ring buckle, 
Trac-Grabbers are designed to help  
a slipping tyre extract itself from 
a poor traction situations. Trac-
Grabbers are designed for use on 
cars, utes and SUV’s and available 
in twin or four packs. Packed in 
convenient weather proof bag,  
they take up less space than 
traditional recovery tracks.

tracgrabber.com.au
For more infomation



A-Z OF RECOVERY GEAR continued...

Tyre Repair Kit 

A decent one will have all the handy items you need to repair 
punctures caused by nails, sticks and other debris without 
having to remove the tyre from the rim. Ours includes: spiral 
hole reaming tool, repair strip inserting tool, replacement 
insertion tool tip, 20 x repair strips, tub of lubricant and  
a trim knife

Winch Damper 

A heavy vinyl blanket that forces your recovery line down  
in the event of a failure. Ours has a reflective strip for night- 
time recoveries and long internal velcro strips for grip.

Winch Extension Straps

These are non-elastic webbing straps used to extend your 
snatch strap’s reach.

Recovery Tracks 

Super tough but flexible nylon boards that are wedged 
under your stuck wheels. When your tyre tread mounts 
and grips the track, your vehicle will then gain traction. 
A quality recovery track such as MAXTRAX MKII is 
engineered to bend with the direction of the applied 
force (your tyre weight), and when you drive off the 
plastic relaxes back into its original shape.

Snatch Block 

A pulley that can help enhance your winch’s functionality 
by redirecting the winch line when you are faced with  
a recovery that is not straight in front or allowing you  
to double up your winch cable to increase your  
pulling power.

Snatch Straps

A snatch strap is a webbing strap that can be used to join 
two vehicles together. The elasticized material stores 
kinetic energy that “snatches” the stuck vehicle out.

Soft Shackles 

Offer you an alternative to standard bow shackles.  
They work the same as steel shackles, but take less time 
to set up, can float in water and provide less risk of injury 
if they do become detached. We stock and recommend 
soft shackles by Roadsafe.

Trac Grabbers 

Are a piece of composite rubber with a heavy-duty  
velcro strap that is fitted to your tyre and wheel to 
provide traction to help get you “unstuck”. Unlike 
traditional recovery tracks that are placed under your 
wheels, these can be placed anywhere on the wheel.

Tree Trunk Protectors 

Trees can be great anchor points to use in a recovery 
situation. To avoid damage to trees and your gear always 
use a tree trunk protector.

Tyre Deflator 

A gauge that screws onto your valves to remove the valve 
core for pressure release. Ours has a built in pressure 
gauge and comes with a handy travel pouch.

GET UNSTUCK!
Trac-Grabber is the easiest way to get 
you out of trouble off-road

With Australia’s love of adventure 
and off-roading, getting stuck 
happens more than we would like  
to admit. Getting out is now even 
easier with Trac-Grabber. Launching 
exclusively at Opposite Lock,  
Trac-Grabbers are designed to get 
you “un-stuck” when you find yourself 
in those sticky off-road moments.

Made from EPDM Rubber with a 
webbed strap and D-Ring buckle, 
Trac-Grabbers are designed to help  
a slipping tyre extract itself from 
a poor traction situations. Trac-
Grabbers are designed for use on 
cars, utes and SUV’s and available 
in twin or four packs. Packed in 
convenient weather proof bag,  
they take up less space than 
traditional recovery tracks.

tracgrabber.com.au
For more infomation
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Outback Armour recovery hardware is 3D CAD engineered, independently certi�ed 
to Australian Standards and rated for safety.

RECOVERY HARDWARE

Product Ratings

Rated Bow Shackles  4.75T & 5.75T @ 5x WLL

Rated Recovery Hitches  10T @1.5x WLL

Rated Snatch Block  10T @1.5x WLL

RECOVERY KITS

Winch Utility Kits

includes:  10T rated straps Winch Utility Kit
rated hardware

Outback Armour winch utility kits provide the complete essentials required for any
4wd winch recovery.  We’ve included the toughest rated hardware and 10 tonne 
rated straps for safety and reliability. 

Outback Armour snatch recovery kits are assembled in combinations to suit those 
looking for a “quick” upgrade or “complete” snatch recovery kit.

Quick Snatch Recovery Kits

6T/9M  suits 2.0T - 3.0T vehicles

8T/9M  suits 2.6T - 4.0T vehicles

 Small Truck

Light Truck

RECOVERY STRAPS
Outback Armour recovery straps are designed, engineered, independently certi�ed to Australian Standards and rated for safety. 

Dynamic Snatch Straps

6T/9M  suits 2.0T - 3.0T vehicles

8T/9M  suits 2.6T - 4.0T vehicles

11T/9M  suits 3.6T - 5.5T vehicles

Manufactured from highest quality nylon threads with a minimum 20% stretch at certi�ed ratings.  
Straps feature cordura wrapped eyes, neoprene stitch guards & velcro keeper straps.  

15T/9M  suits 5.0T - 7.5T vehicles

 Small Truck

 Heavy Truck

Light Truck

 Extra Heavy Truck

Static Recovery Straps

10T/3M 10 tonne rated

10T/5M 10 tonne rated

10T/20M 10 tonne rated

Manufactured from highest quality polyester threads to ensure strength and 
certi�ed ratings.  Straps feature cordura wrapped eyes, neoprene stitch guards 
and velcro keeper straps. 

4T/6M  4 tonne rated

 Equaliser Strap

 Winch Extension Strap

Tree Trunk Protector

 Recoil Tow Strap

4 W D  S U S P E N S I O N  &  R E C O V E R Y  G E A R

For these products and many more,
visit your nearest Opposite Lock store.

STKM11A CARBON STEEL PLATE. FROM 10-16MM PLATE THICKNESS. FEA & 
DEsTrucTion TEsTEd During dEvElopMEnT TO EsTabliSh WorkIng LOad LiMITs.

ROADSAFE TOW POINTS

• Maximum strength to weight ratio and strength comparable to steel.

• Lowest elongation, minimal stretch.

• Light weight for gross weight reduction.

• Time saver, takes less time to set up than a conventional shackle.

• Floats in water & muddy environments.

• Abrasion resistant sheaths for maximum durability.

RopE SPlicEd BrEakIng STRAiN 10MM – 9000kgs
ROADSAFE SOFT sHACKLES

*RP-CRU70/E does not suit 75 Series.

Tow Points Application Guide Part Number

Ford Ranger PJ-PK RP-RAN01
Ford Ranger PX RP-RAN02
Holden Colorado RC RP-COL01
Holden Colorado RG RP-COL02
Isuzu D-Max 07-11 RP-COL01
Isuzu D-Max 12-on RP-COL02
Mazda BT50 Gen 1 07-11 RP-RAN01
Mazda BT50 Gen 2 11-on RP-RAN02
Mitsubishi Triton  ML-MN RP-TRI02
Mitsubishi Triton  MQ RP-TRI03
Nissan Navara D22 RP-NAV22
Nissan Navara D40 RP-NAV40
Nissan Navara D40 RP-PAT04
Nissan Patrol GQ-GU I RP-PAT01
Nissan Patrol GQ RP-PAT05-GQ
Nissan Patrol GU II-V RP-PAT04

Tow Points Application Guide Part Number

Nissan Patrol GU RP-PAT05-GU
Nissan Patrol Y62 RP-PAT62
Toyota FJ Cruiser RP-PRA150
Toyota Hilux (KUN) 05-15 RP-HIL05V2
Toyota Hilux (GUN) 15-4/18 RP-HIL15V2
Toyota Landcruiser 70 Series (standard length) *RP-CRU70
Toyota Landcruiser 70 Series 
(Extended length to clear the bash plate) *RP-CRU70E

Toyota Landcruiser 75 Series RP-CRU75V2
Toyota Landcruiser 80 Series RP-PAT04
Toyota Landcruiser 100 Series RP-PAT04
Toyota Landcruiser 105 Series RP-PAT04
Toyota Landcruiser 200 Series RP-CRU200V2
Toyota Prado 120 RP-PRA120
Toyota Prado 150 RP-PRA150V2
Volkswagen Amarok 09-16 RP-AMA01

FROM $7000 

FROM $4900 



Outback Armour recovery hardware is 3D CAD engineered, independently certi�ed 
to Australian Standards and rated for safety.

RECOVERY HARDWARE

Product Ratings

Rated Bow Shackles  4.75T & 5.75T @ 5x WLL

Rated Recovery Hitches  10T @1.5x WLL

Rated Snatch Block  10T @1.5x WLL

RECOVERY KITS

Winch Utility Kits

includes:  10T rated straps Winch Utility Kit
rated hardware

Outback Armour winch utility kits provide the complete essentials required for any
4wd winch recovery.  We’ve included the toughest rated hardware and 10 tonne 
rated straps for safety and reliability. 

Outback Armour snatch recovery kits are assembled in combinations to suit those 
looking for a “quick” upgrade or “complete” snatch recovery kit.

Quick Snatch Recovery Kits

6T/9M  suits 2.0T - 3.0T vehicles

8T/9M  suits 2.6T - 4.0T vehicles

 Small Truck

Light Truck

RECOVERY STRAPS
Outback Armour recovery straps are designed, engineered, independently certi�ed to Australian Standards and rated for safety. 

Dynamic Snatch Straps

6T/9M  suits 2.0T - 3.0T vehicles

8T/9M  suits 2.6T - 4.0T vehicles

11T/9M  suits 3.6T - 5.5T vehicles

Manufactured from highest quality nylon threads with a minimum 20% stretch at certi�ed ratings.  
Straps feature cordura wrapped eyes, neoprene stitch guards & velcro keeper straps.  

15T/9M  suits 5.0T - 7.5T vehicles

 Small Truck

 Heavy Truck

Light Truck

 Extra Heavy Truck

Static Recovery Straps

10T/3M 10 tonne rated

10T/5M 10 tonne rated

10T/20M 10 tonne rated

Manufactured from highest quality polyester threads to ensure strength and 
certi�ed ratings.  Straps feature cordura wrapped eyes, neoprene stitch guards 
and velcro keeper straps. 

4T/6M  4 tonne rated

 Equaliser Strap

 Winch Extension Strap

Tree Trunk Protector

 Recoil Tow Strap

4 W D  S U S P E N S I O N  &  R E C O V E R Y  G E A R



SUSPENSION
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As Australia’s biggest independent off-road aftermarket experts our team has  
the knowledge and experience to recommend the right suspension set up for you, 
whether you have a brand new 4x4 or you’ve had yours for a while, upgrading the 
suspension can make all the difference to your driving experience.

We recommend, stock and use some of the best suspension brands in the country 
including Tough Dog, Outback Armour, Airbag Man, Pedders and Roadsafe to make 
your next adventure just a little easier, if you need to improve comfort, handling  
or load carrying. 

Whether you are after a full lift kit to tackle your next off-road trip, air bags to give 
you a little extra lift when towing your van, a kit to help it feel better on the road 
and everything in between, the team at your local Opposite Lock store can help 
recommend the best suspension set up for your vehicle and your driving habits. 
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Airbag Man

Airbag Man are renowned for their innovative and state  
of the art air suspension, designed to provide optimum ride 
quality and levelling control. Now after 3 years of product 
development they have one of Australia’s most advanced 
wireless airbag pressure gauges. 

Offering a new standard in features, the gauge is simple  
to use. The plug and play installation comes with everything 
you need for a DIY fitment in under 2 minutes and removes  
the wiring and airline plumbing required in existing systems. 
A handy 12V power outlet connection also removes the need  
to find a permanent mounted position. This allows you to 
check Airbag pressures as needed just with a quick plug-in  
to the power.

The hardware is designed with the same basic principle as  
a tyre pressure monitoring system, with our team taking this one 
step further and engineering the ancillaries, programming and 
synchronisation specifically for the adjustment and monitoring 
of airbag suspension. The gauge actively monitors and updates 
the pressures of 2 airbags independently and the display allows 
0-150psi outputs for left and right. Other handy features include; 
user saveable high and low pressure alarms, signal range to 
allow wireless monitoring of pressures on an air suspension 
equipped trailer or caravan, fittings to allow adaptation to  
an existing or new on-board airbag control system and in-built 

power outlet voltage display to check the vehicle voltage  
for your on-board compressor or other attached 12V systems.

Roadsafe

There is no doubt that most modern 4WD independent 
suspension delivers a premium driving experience when 
compared to the live-axle ancestors of yester-year, yet 
sometimes when we start doing the things we love such  
as adding lift kits, those very same “upgrades” can cause  
a headache in both vehicle performance and roadworthiness. 

That is why when a vehicle receives a suspension upgrade  
that involves lift, your local Opposite Lock store can provide  
a recommendation as to whether it also needs an upper control 
arm upgrade to ensure your vehicle lift is not only legal and  
safe but continues to offer you the best driving experience.   
One way to do this is to ensure that upper control arms fitted to 
your vehicle comply with both ADR and OEM standards, like the 
Blackhawk Range designed and developed by Roadsafe 4WD. 

Perfect for off-road applications in vehicles with independent 
front suspension and raised suspension, Blackhawk upper 
control arms allow clearance for larger wheels and tyres, 
increased suspension articulation and caster, original camber 
alignment and have also been tested as up to three times 
stronger against standard factory specifications. 

Whether you are driving a race car, a road car or an off-road vehicle, the vehicle’s suspension system is vital  
in keeping you on the road (or track)…..a decent suspension set up will help deliver better handling, more 
responsive steering and greater passenger comfort. These are some of the newest products I’ve checked  
out with the Opposite Lock team. Cam McConville.

SAFE SUSPSENSION
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ADR & VSB14 compliant

Fixed position ball joint 
avoiding issues associated 
with adjustable type arms

Heavy Duty, high 
articulation, greaseable 

new design ball joints

OE style ABS line brackets

Anodized black dust cap 
for a complete sealed 

housing (where applicable)

Angled ball joint cup to 
limit ball joint binding

Maintains OE specification 
ball joint & bushings

Increased strength 
compared to the 

OE design

Sandblasted, E coated then 
powder coated for the 

ultimate durability, corrosion 
resistance and quality finish

Camber change to 
meet OE spec

Manufactured from 
300mpa carbon steel

Clearance provided 
to fit larger aftermarket 

wheels & tyres An average of 3 degrees increase 
over OE in Caster correction

FEATURES

The new Roadsafe Blackhawk range of UCA’s have been designed 
with ease of fitment and ongoing serviceability in mind. They are a 
necessity for various Independent Front Suspension (IFS) vehicles that 
have been fitted with raised suspension systems.
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SIGNIN ACCORDANCE WITH NCOP V3

FEA Tested during design & 
development  for improved strength 
 against standard factory specs. 

For these products and many more,
visit your nearest Opposite Lock store.

• Angled Ball joint Aperture - allows for better
articulation of the ball stud.

• Repositioned Ball Joint Aperture - 3 degrees
increased caster.

• Repositioned Ball Joint Aperture – maintains
camber.

• OE Spec Ball Joint Aperture - takes standard
factory or aftermarket ball joint.

• Revised Radius Bends (Internal) - increased
suspension articulation.

• Revised Radius Bends (External) - allows
fitment of larger tyres.

• OE Spec Bushing Aperture - takes standard
factory or aftermarket bushings.

• Heavy Duty Tube  - increased strength over
factory arm unit.

• Black E-Coating - maximum durability, rust
prevention and discreet installation.

BENEFITS



Working

If you’re in a trade, chances are you rely on your vehicle  
every day of the week.  Your needs are very specific. You might  
be loading the tray with your toolboxes or have the weight  
of your canopy or even be towing more gear behind you.  
You may find that the performance and drivability when  
you first test drove your vehicle are just not there. 

This is because original equipment suspension favours  
a “one size fits all” comfort rather than a hard work approach. 
The reality is that one spring cannot be made to do all jobs 
effectively. At Opposite Lock we have a product to cover  
just about every application, to carry just about any load.

Leaf springs are designed to cater for the load you carry  
around every day, regardless of what it is.  As one of Australia’s 
biggest independent 4x4 accessories companies we have  
a range for most vehicles, so picking the right one comes  
down to calculating the load that you need to carry.

Touring 

Australia is amongst some of the luckiest countries in the  
world. The national anthem tells us “Our land abounds  
in nature’s gifts of beauty rich and rare”. We would be mad  
not to get out there and experience all that this great brown 
land has to offer.

Australia is a big, big place, and getting across it can mean 
hours behind the wheel, sometimes on the roughest of roads, 
riddled with bumps and corrugations.

Suspension with foam cell technology is tough enough  
to withstand the harsh Australian outback time and time  
again. Steering dampers also help to take the fight out  
of the steering, reducing driver fatigue.

Off-roading 

There is nothing quite like conquering a tough rock step  
to get the adrenaline pumping. Nothing really changes  
as people grow up, the only difference is that their toys 
inevitably get bigger and more expensive.

If you love to face the challenges a tough off-road track  
can dish out, then a big lift solution could be the answer. 
Whether you can do it yourself or are after someone to do  
it for you, Opposite Lock stocks everything from big bore 
adjustable shocks, adjustable panhard rods, right through  
to our caster correction kits that are built to last and designed 
and made using only the best quality components and 
technology available. 

Choosing the suspension that is right for you can be a daunting prospect. Getting the suspension for what you want  
to do is more important than getting “the best” suspension. Our 4WD experts at Opposite Lock can help take the hard  
work out of getting the right gear under your vehicle, by asking you the right questions to design a solution that is right  
for you. 

Suspension is all about supporting and controlling weight, so naturally the weight on your vehicle plays a huge role  
in what needs to be fitted. The suspension that is right for a heavily loaded work vehicle won’t work correctly when  
used on a standard vehicle used for some off-roading, holidays and towing the family boat.

THE RIGHT SUSPENSION FOR YOUR VEHICLE
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Outback Armour design, engineer and manufacture heavy 
duty suspension solutions for many military and armoured 
vehicle applications all around the world. Supplying 
products that excel in these applications provides an extreme 
testing ground for our design features. These robust designs 
are replicated and combined with our customised valving, 
delivering the high strength and long-lasting product that  
is available for your application. This provides you with 
peace of mind in your suspension choice.

Outback Armour Suspension and Recovery Products  
are designed and engineered in-house from 35 plus years 
experience. Outback Armour products have the strength, 
durability, performance and reliability required for the most 
demanding applications, backed by our 3 Year Unlimited  
Km Warranty.

Struts & Shock Absorbers - Performance Series and 
Adjustable Internal Bypass Range

The Performance Series is the tried, tested and proven range. 
This ‘fit-and-forget’ series features velocity sensitive valving 
specifically designed to match each vehicle’s characteristics. 
This series also features a gas over oil design, a 60mm x 2mm 
body and a height adjustable spring seat.

The Adjustable Internal Bypass Range builds on, and adds  
to, the features of the Performance Series. The main offering 
being the flexibility to fine tune your ride to suit the accessories, 
cargo loads and terrain via 20+ valving settings. Other features 
include a foam cell design, a threaded height adjustable spring 
seat and increased 65mm x 2mm body.

Leaf Springs

Leaf springs that are designed to go the distance. They are 
made from high stress alloy spring steel. The springs are scragg 
tested and load rated, with integrated slipper pads and HDPE 
clip silencers for reliable, strong and silent performance.  
To choose the right spring for your accessories or load, check  
out the deflection graphs on the Outback Armour website.

Coil Springs

These springs are precision hot wound from high-stress 
vanadium alloy steel. Scragg testing and load rating ensures 
consistent quality in manufacturing and most importantly 
during use.

 
THE ARMOUR IN OUTBACK ARMOUR
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The Outback Armour product range doesn’t just rely on 
testing in the extreme conditions and applications of the 
armoured vehicle industry. The products are put through 
their paces in the harshest conditions the most remote areas 
of Australia has to offer. This enviable job is given to the team 
that has the best reputation for pushing themselves and their 
gear beyond the limits in their undying pursuit of adventure.

Jase, Simon and the whole All 4 Adventure team rely on the 
Outback Armour suspension fitted across their fleet to not only 
allow them to traverse the most hostile environments of the 
country to reach their destinations but crucially get them safely 
all the way home again as well. It is this ethos that is at the core 
of the design criteria for the Outback Armour range. It’s not  
just about having a product that hangs on and barely survives 
the trip. It’s about having something capable of maintaining  
its functionality to perform at its optimum level for the 
duration of your off-the-beaten-track trip. A product that 
performs as an integral part of “team vehicle setup”, not  
as a passenger along for the ride. But then, just as importantly,  
a product that is going to continue to deliver when you’re 
home again and planning your next big adventure.

What is the A4A team running under their vehicles? “We’ve 
chosen to go for the Adjustable Internal Bypass Range of struts 
and shocks.” Jase continues, “this range offers us the ultimate 
control over the setup of our vehicles”. As the name suggests, 
the Adjustable Internal Bypass Range from Outback Armour 
is exactly that; valving adjustable via an external tough metal 
dial. This adjustment allows the driver 20+ settings to fine-tune 
the ride from soft and comfortable to sporty and controlled, 
depending on how they specifically want it to perform. “Adjust 
the struts and shocks up through the valving scale and you can 
instantly notice the increased vehicle control”, Jase explains. 
“Our cars are big and heavy with accessories and fully loaded 
with gear, and trailers throwing the normal vehicle dynamics 
out the window. On top of that, the tracks and conditions are 
varied from general bitumen highway to extremely difficult 
off-road. Having the ability to manually alter the valving setting 

in each strut and shock allows each driver in our crew to set up 
the vehicle for how they like it to ride, no matter what’s in front 
of them.”

It’s not just the adjustable struts and shocks that the guys need 
to rely on but also the Outback Armour range of coil and leaf 
springs - these are the unsung heroes that do the heavy lifting 
in the vehicles.

Don’t have a vehicle that is accessorised with everything  
on the market? No problems! Outback Armour offers several 
spring choices to match the setup of your vehicle. To complete 
your vehicle fitout, particularly when accessorised and heavily 
loaded, Outback Armour has developed and offer a range  
of jounce stops. jounce stops are rubber, extended, progressive 
in rate and replace your standard factory bump stops. Jounce 
stops are designed to engage earlier and help avoid those 
sudden and unexpected thuds and bangs from compression 
impacts. Jase recalls “they take away those instances where  
you hit that hole and it feels/sounds like you’ve broken 
something. They also increase the vehicle handling and control 
when your’re getting knocked side to side as you push through  
a particularly uneven track.”

It’s these design features and product range that have Jase, 
Simon and the team excited to use Outback Armour, and the 
immediate proven results have them giving the All 4 Adventure 
tested & proven seal of approval.

 
4WD SUSPENSION SOLUTIONS
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Castor correction, rubber

Spacing blocks- sway bar and brake bias

Extension brackets- headlight, sway bar, hand brake and ABS cable 

Adjustable link rod 

Bushing grease

1

1

1

Jounce Stops - Rubber, 
extended progressive bump 
stop replacements. 

Recommended for fitment with heavily 
loaded or accessorised vehicles. Designed to engage earlier and help avoid 
those sudden and unexpected thuds and bumps, especially off-road. 

- LC 200/79 Series Rear 

- Multi-fit Leaf Spring Rear

- Multi-fit front

60mm x 2mm body
Seamless high-pressure twin tube
Nitrogen gas over customised semi-
synthetic oil
High temperature multi-lip viton seal

18mm hardened chrome piston rod

High density rubber 
bushings and washers 
included

Extra strong forged 
single piece strut leg

High strength 
polymer spring seat 
Adjustable height

Performance high flow piston
Heavy duty multi-disk  
velocity sensitive valving 
Up to 40mm piston

Strut Assemblies   
Ready to install 
Individual parts also 
available

PERFORMANCE
Shock Absorbers, Struts & Steering Dampers

Bushing - endurance poly
U-bolts - high tensile, 
rolled threads

Pins - high tensile, 
greasable

Load rated - deflection graphs available online

Engineered for vehicle specific applications

Military wrap, integrated slipper pads and HDPE clip silencers

High stress vanadium alloy steel

Scragg tested and load rated

Engineered for vehicle specific applications

COIL SPRINGS, LEAF SPRINGS & ACCESSORIES COMPONENTS TO COMPLETE YOUR SET-UP
Outback Armour provide an extensive range of suspension kits to suit most 4wd utilities and wagons. 
These components are standard in all Outback Armour kits.

Shackles - high tensile 
pins, greasable

Utilise the robust metal dial to fine tune the 20+ valving settings in your 
front struts and rear shocks independently. This customises your ride to 
suit your accessories, cargo loads and terrain.  

Valving Adjustable Dial
Customise your ride
Convenient top mount location
20+ stages of fine tune adjustment
Adjust both compression and rebound

20mm hardened 
chrome piston rod

Valving Adjustable Dial
Customise your ride 
20+ stages of fine tune 
adjustment 

Threaded Spring Seat 
Adjustable height 
Fine tune height for accessories
Square cut thread

High density 
rubber bushings 
and washers 
included

Massive 65mm x 2mm body 
Seamless high pressure twin tube 
Foam Cell
High temperature multi-lip 
viton seal

Extra strong forged 
single piece strut leg

ADJUSTABLE INTERNAL BYPASS
Shock Absorbers & Struts

4 W D  S U S P E N S I O N  &  R E C O V E R Y  G E A R

Outback Armour provide all necessary brackets and 
spacing components in your kit. Not a mandatory 
component? Outback Armour still have it available. 
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Castor correction, rubber

Spacing blocks- sway bar and brake bias

Extension brackets- headlight, sway bar, hand brake and ABS cable 

Adjustable link rod 

Bushing grease

1

1

1

Jounce Stops - Rubber, 
extended progressive bump 
stop replacements. 

Recommended for fitment with heavily 
loaded or accessorised vehicles. Designed to engage earlier and help avoid 
those sudden and unexpected thuds and bumps, especially off-road. 

- LC 200/79 Series Rear 

- Multi-fit Leaf Spring Rear

- Multi-fit front

60mm x 2mm body
Seamless high-pressure twin tube
Nitrogen gas over customised semi-
synthetic oil
High temperature multi-lip viton seal

18mm hardened chrome piston rod

High density rubber 
bushings and washers 
included

Extra strong forged 
single piece strut leg

High strength 
polymer spring seat 
Adjustable height

Performance high flow piston
Heavy duty multi-disk  
velocity sensitive valving 
Up to 40mm piston

Strut Assemblies   
Ready to install 
Individual parts also 
available

PERFORMANCE
Shock Absorbers, Struts & Steering Dampers

Bushing - endurance poly
U-bolts - high tensile, 
rolled threads

Pins - high tensile, 
greasable

Load rated - deflection graphs available online

Engineered for vehicle specific applications

Military wrap, integrated slipper pads and HDPE clip silencers

High stress vanadium alloy steel

Scragg tested and load rated

Engineered for vehicle specific applications

COIL SPRINGS, LEAF SPRINGS & ACCESSORIES COMPONENTS TO COMPLETE YOUR SET-UP
Outback Armour provide an extensive range of suspension kits to suit most 4wd utilities and wagons. 
These components are standard in all Outback Armour kits.

Shackles - high tensile 
pins, greasable

Utilise the robust metal dial to fine tune the 20+ valving settings in your 
front struts and rear shocks independently. This customises your ride to 
suit your accessories, cargo loads and terrain.  

Valving Adjustable Dial
Customise your ride
Convenient top mount location
20+ stages of fine tune adjustment
Adjust both compression and rebound

20mm hardened 
chrome piston rod

Valving Adjustable Dial
Customise your ride 
20+ stages of fine tune 
adjustment 

Threaded Spring Seat 
Adjustable height 
Fine tune height for accessories
Square cut thread

High density 
rubber bushings 
and washers 
included

Massive 65mm x 2mm body 
Seamless high pressure twin tube 
Foam Cell
High temperature multi-lip 
viton seal

Extra strong forged 
single piece strut leg

ADJUSTABLE INTERNAL BYPASS
Shock Absorbers & Struts

4 W D  S U S P E N S I O N  &  R E C O V E R Y  G E A R

Outback Armour provide all necessary brackets and 
spacing components in your kit. Not a mandatory 
component? Outback Armour still have it available. 



CHOOSING THE RIGHT  
SUSPENSION SOLUTION
Choosing the right shock can be a minefield… but it doesn’t have to be. What can be difficult is navigating the aftermarket 
industry, and separating fact from fiction, and needs from wants. Suspension choices can be one of the most daunting, 
especially with the amount of choice on the market today. Distilling the massive amount of information down to something 
useful for you is best done with the help of a 4WD suspension specialist.

At the end of the day as with anything, price and quality are the most important factors for most users when considering  
a new purchase. The problem is though, there’s no point saving a few dollars if the product isn’t going to perform. Similarly, 
there isn’t a lot of sense in parting with more coin than is necessary to do the job well. To give you a head start, and to arm 
you with the knowledge needed, read on for our explanation of exactly what shock will work best in your application.

What’s In a Shock?

There are plenty of terms being used when it comes  
to shock absorbers. Nitro Gas, Hydraulic, Foam Cell, 
Adjustable, Remote Reservoir, Bypass… Just to name  
a few. The thesaurus of terms are beer-garden favourites  
for any suspension argument, but their users may not always  
be able to put their finger on what exactly it all means.

Gas Charged Shocks

A gas charged or “Nitro Gas” shock, is any shock where the 
oil and a nitrogen filler gas are housed in the same chamber 
inside the shock. When the oil heats up and expands, the gas  
is compressed out of the way, allowing the shock to maintain  
a positive pressure and continue to work. The idea is that the 
gas stays at the top of the chamber, while gravity takes the  
oil to the bottom of the chamber, where the piston head  
is immersed in oil. These shocks are generally smaller in bore 
size, and are excellent for lighter duties or smaller vehicles.

Foam Cell Shocks

Foam cell shocks are a part of the hydraulic family of shocks,  
in that they do not have a positive pressure inside the shock.  
As with gas charged shocks, the shock body houses both oil 

and nitrogen gas, but unlike a traditional gas charged unit,  
the gas and the oil are separated.

Foam cell shocks have a piece of specially designed foam 
inside the shock, located between the inner and outer tubes. 
The bubbles in the foam are filled with nitrogen gas, which 
expands and contracts with the changing temperature of the 
oil. This separation means that the oil and gas cannot mix 
together, which helps to drastically reduce shock fade.

Shocks featuring this style of technology are ideally suited  
to rougher conditions, or extended use on corrugated roads.

Externally Adjustable Shocks

When we talk about an adjustable shock, the externally 
mounted adjustment knob changes the damping force 
of the shock absorber. Different designs act on either the 
compression (down) or rebound (up) stroke of the shock, but 
all designs work by controlling the flow of oil through the foot 
valve section of the shock. By allowing the user to adjust the 
damping force, we can change the vehicle’s ride quality to suit 
personal preference or whatever the situation might demand.

These shocks are most suited to people whose needs change 
from day-to-day, or those who are particular about the way  
a vehicle rides.

Bore Size

The bore size is the size of the internal tube that the piston 
travels inside, and naturally defines the overall size of the 
shock. This is not to be confused with the outer casing size, 
which is the size of the outer body of the shock. While the inner 
bore size tells us how big the shock piston actually is, the outer 
casing only changes the oil capacity in the shock.

Some manufacturers choose to flare out the outer casing, 
which makes for a very impressive looking shock, but no actual 
performance gains over a unit with a larger piston inside as well.
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Choosing What’s Right For You

While it is obvious that the shocks for a three-tonne Nissan are 
going to be different to those for a Suzuki, working out the right 
choice for more similar vehicles can be more difficult. What it 
all really boils down to is the simple question – what do you  
use the vehicle for?

This will tell us where your vehicle needs the best  
performance, to match you with the right Tough Dog product. 
Tough Dog have a range of shocks for every vehicle supported, 
allowing your Opposite Lock store to tailor a package to your 
specific needs.

Is Bigger Really Better?

One of the most common questions when it comes to shock 
absorbers is whether or not bigger bore size necessarily equals a 
better shock absorber. And the simple answer is… there isn’t one.

The application is once again king in this situation. A bigger 
bore shock absorber is definitely not the right way to go for 
light duty vehicles not carrying much weight. But, if you’re 
travelling in rough conditions, the huge oil capacity of a larger 
bore shock is worth every cent, especially if you’re doing  
it regularly.

When it comes to selecting the right suspension, there is  
no one right answer, Tough Dog shocks can be used to create  
a package that’s specific to you. Everything starts with you, 
and what you use the vehicle for.

DO YOU… THEN CONSIDER…

Enjoy light 4WDing, but mainly  
carry very little weight?

35mm  
Nitro Gas Shocks

Enjoy getting out bush regularly?
41mm  
Foam Cell Shocks

Want a solid all round performer  
that is “fit and forget”?

41mm  
Foam Cell Shocks

Have constantly varying loads,  
or regular towing requirements?

40mm  
Adjustable Shocks

Have a specific ride quality  
in mind for your 4WD?

40mm  
Adjustable Shocks

Drive a larger wagon and enjoy  
more serious or difficult off-roading?

45mm  
Big Bore Adjustable

Have a big 4WD Tourer that gets 
loaded to the gunnels for those  
epic trips away?

45mm  
Big Bore Adjustable

Have a Touring 4WD that is 
permanently set up and always 
carries similar weight?

53mm  
‘Ralph’ Shocks

COMPLETE 
SOLUTIONS
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PERFORMANCE

FROM THE INSIDE OUT

4
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Tough Dog’s award winning Foam Cell shock is our best 
selling shock for all round performance. Whether you head 
bush on the occasional weekend or for the majority of the 
year, Foam Cell shocks will handle your application.

The Tough Dog ‘Ralph’ shock is the largest 4WD shock on the 
market. We redesigned shocks originally intended for prime 
movers to suit 4WD applications.

The ‘Ralph’ shock has a massive 53mm bore and 22mm 

chrome piston rod, all housed in a 70mm casing. These 
big dogs carry so much oil, they will run cool over even the 
toughest of terrain. If you drive a fully laden off road tourer, 
these are the shocks for you.

Nitro gas shocks are built with multi stage velocity sensitive 
valving to ensure the shock is capable of performing at any 
speed. As the shock moves faster to absorb small bumps in 
the road like corrugations, the valving in the shock responds 

to maintain the ride control characteristics. 
The 35mm NITRO GAS shocks are perfectly suited for use 

in light and medium four wheel drives, and vehicles with  
leaf sprung suspension.

41mm internal bore with 
60mm external casing.

53mm RALPH shock

41mm FOAM CELL shock

35mm NITRO GAS shock
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Modern IFS vehicles use strut style suspension in the front axle, and the 
spring rate required can be more than 750lbs in some instances.  This 
enormous pressure needs an industrial spring compressor to ensure correct 
assembly.  Assembling the strut unit prior to fitment to the vehicle is the 
most crucial part of any suspension fit out, and incorrect assembly can lead 
to premature suspension failure.  Tough Dog offer their complete range of 
struts in complete assembly variants – at no extra cost!

Replacement strut tops are available 
separately for most modern vehicles.  

These units are suitable for use with 
Tough Dog product and with original 
manufacturers struts as well.

Double welded end fittings 
in all applications for  
maximum strength.

Micro-cellular foam insert  
that reduces shock fade and 
increases shock stamina.

18mm, double  
chrome-plated rod.

COMPLETE STRUTS

STRUT TOPS



ADJUSTABLE

THE RIGHT SHOCK...
NO MATTER WHAT!
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The 40mm adjustable shock brings the ability to fine tune 
your ride control to just about every 4WD user. The shock 
offers 9 different stages of adjustment, to  
fine tune the ride characteristics to your  
personal preference and application.

 Huge 45mm internal bore with 70mm outer casing 
     for maximum oil capacity

 Equipped with our Micro-cellular foam insert that 
     reduces shock fade and increases shock stamina

 22mm, chrome-plated rod
 9 Stage external adjustment 
– comprehensive ride control!

1 40mm internal bore  
with 60mm outer casing.

These tough puppies are the largest bore externally 
adjustable shocks available on the market. There is nothing 
that can compare to the 45mm bore in a 70mm outer casing. 
This is one serious shock.

The 9 stages of adjustment mean you can control the 
firmness of your shocks easily, and adapt to the conditions 
as required. Choose a firmer ride for your highway travels, 
and then dial them down when it’s time to get down to 
business. 45mm big bore adjustables are designed for big lift 
applications up to six inches over factory in some vehicles.

45mm BIG BORE ADJUSTABLE shock

40mm ADJUSTABLE shock



Designed in Australia, Tough Dog leaf springs offer a spring 
pack for just about any application you might require. Our 
springs are a proven performer in any situation.

Tough Dog leaf springs are a truly progressive rate leaf 
spring. Each leaf is set slightly higher than the leaf above so 
there is contact along the whole length of each leaf. There 
are single stage and two stage springs available for 
different applications. Primary and secondary 
stage leaves ensure that the vehicle’s ride 
remains uncompromised. As the spring is 
compressed under load, the heavier second 
stage leaves come into play to prevent excessive 
sag & remove high stresses from the primary stage.

Tough Dog coil springs are designed and manufactured in 
Australia to exacting standards to stand up to some of the 
harshest conditions found anywhere in the world.

Made from German X5K spring steel, our coils can be 
designed with less material while maintaining superior ride 
quality & load carrying characteristics. The spring retains 
its original memory even after heavy loading. The result? A 
lighter, tougher coil that can handle just about anything you 
can throw at it.

LEAF SPRINGS

COIL SPRINGS

 Shot Peened, Scragged and Load Tested for 
     maximum durability

 Hot formed on precision mandrels 
     to maintain spring memory

 Huge range of heights and load  
     carrying options for most 4WD vehicles
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9 Stage external adjustment 
– comprehensive ride control!

Equipped with our micro-cellular 
foam insert that reduces shock 
fade and increases shock stamina.

18mm, chrome-plated rod.



ACCESSORIES

Quality steering components go a huge way to alleviating 
driver fatigue, Rough and unforgiving road surfaces can 
transfer through the wheels and up to the steering wheel.
If you’re constantly fighting to keep the vehicle on track, 
eventually that effort will take its toll. Tough Dog steering 
dampers are on your side when it comes to taming steering 
shimmy and shake.

The Tough Dog EXT steering damper is  
our affordable, heavy duty replacement damper.

The ‘SV’ damper offers users the ability  
to adjust the damping force to suite driving style  
and vehicle requirements.  Available for most live axle 
vehicles, and up to 150mm lift in some applications.

Tough Dog have a range of 
alignment accessories for 
your 4WD, from offset camber 
bushes and plates from two 
right through to seven degrees, as 
well as offset kingpins to suit live axle 
vehicles in 0.5, 0.75 and 1 degree off 
offset, these pins can help eliminate 
excessive and uneven tyre wear.

Adjustable panhard rods allow the axle to be re-centred 
under the vehicle after the height has 
been modified. Tough 
Dog panhard rods are 
bent from a single solid 
bar for strength, and are 
adjustable to cover a broad 
range of vehicle heights.

These dampers are designed for vehicles with greater  
than 100mm of lift running large diameter or aggressive 
tyres.  These dampers come with all necessary brackets.

Greasable pins and shackles help 
protect the bushes from premature 
wear because of the ingress of dirt 
and grit. Greasable components are 
particularly important to vehicles 
exposed to outback dust or high salt 
level environments like boat ramps 
and beach driving.

Setting up a 4WD suspension system isn’t all about the 
added gains on the tape measure. Tough Dog products are 
specifically designed and engineered to deliver a complete 
suspension solution, not only for off road clearance, but for 
ride quality, handling and load carrying capabilities as well.

The ‘Return-to-Centre’ damper is  
designed to re-centre your steering and help reduce  
shimmy and shake caused by rough road surfaces,  
reducing driver fatigue and increasing vehicle control.

Tough Dog Performance 4WD Torsion Bars offer a spring rate 
that is approximately 30% higher than OEM bars.

Optimise your 4WD’s ride & handling 
characteristics with quality torsion bars 

from ToughDog!

STEERING DAMPERS

EXT

SV ADJ.

ALIGNMENT PANHARD RODS

XHD RTC

PINS & SHACKLES

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

RTC

TORSION BARS



AIR ASSIST

Tough Dog rubber bellow airbags are designed for  
leaf spring vehicles where the load constantly varies.  

Made from heavy duty rubber bellows with crimped 
end caps, these bellows will withstand the harshest 
environments found anywhere in the world.

Tough Dog high density polyurethane airbags are  
designed for coil sprung vehicles to assist with varying 
loads and towing applications.  

The heavy duty polyurethane bags can handle up to 
60psi of pressure.

VARYING LOAD? NO WORRIES!
Tough Dog airbags are designed to exacting 
standards to stand up to some of the harshest 
conditions found anywhere in the world.

If your load changes all the time, an Air Assist 
suspension system could be for you.  Air Assist 
springs are specifically designed to level out 
and control the rear ride height of your vehicle.  
The reinforced rubber bellows with nylon end 
caps are built tough for the harshest conditions 
and carry Tough Dog’s unlimited kilometre,  
three year warranty.

No Drill Fitting
(most applications)

5-100 psi (bellows)

5-60 psi (coil inserts)

H/D Rubber Suits Towing Suits Heavy Load

 Suitable for coil spring vehicles
 Heavy duty high density polyurethane construction
5-60psi capacity (most applications)
Laser cut & powdercoated brackets
No drill fitting (most applications)
Eliminates sway & body roll
Guards against excessive compression when loaded
3 year / unlimited km warranty

 Suitable for leaf spring vehicles
 Heavy duty rubber construction with 

    crimped nylon end caps
5-100psi capacity
Laser cut & powdercoated brackets
Zinc plated roll plates top & bottom
No drill fitting (most applications)
Eliminates sway & body roll
3 year / unlimited kilometre warranty

BELLOWS AIRBAGS COIL INSERT AIRBAGS



EPIC BRAKING
PERFORMANCE!
WITH PEDDERS REAR DISC BRAKE 
CONVERSION KITS

For ute drivers and fl eet owners, braking performance under load and excess 
weight can create a safety issue. With Pedders rear disc brake conversion kits the 
braking performance is simply epic! Independent testing proved an average of 34% 
improvement in braking e�  ciency under heavy GVM load*. This upgrade braking kit 
is a must have for all Toyota Hilux, Ford Ranger, Mazda BT50 and Isuzu D-Max ute 
owners. Available now at your local Opposite Lock outlet.

* Independent Australian engineering (including electronic stability control) test results proved that at 100kmh the TrakRyder rear disc braking system upgrade stopped on 
average 32m sooner than original equipment (on Toyota Hilux/Revo Gen 8 4WD with Pedders GVM+ load of 3590kgs). An amazing result that enhances load carrying and 
towing performance.  Further details available in store and on our website. Suits Toyota Hilux/Revo Gen 8 4WD models.

EXCLUSIVE 
TO PEDDERS

ADR 
COMPLIANT

Au
str

alian Design Rules

KEVLARKEVLARKEVLAR
CERAMIC

braking performance is simply epic! Independent testing proved an average of 34% 
improvement in braking e�  ciency under heavy GVM load*. This upgrade braking kit 

Toyota Hilux, Ford Ranger, Mazda BT50
owners. Available now at your local Opposite Lock outlet.

Before

After

owners. Available now at your local Opposite Lock outlet.owners. Available now at your local Opposite Lock outlet.

Contact your local 
Opposite Lock outlet 
today!



Nationally Certifi ed GVM+ Upgrade Kits

Maximise Payload & Minimise Risk

Improved Driveability and Safety

Regulatory, Insurance & OHS Compliance

More Than 20 Kits to Choose From

Contact your local Opposite Lock 
outlet today!

More Than 20 Kits to Choose From

FEDERAL GOVT.

APPROVED

AUSTRALIA’S 
LARGEST 
RANGE!

LOCK & LOAD
WITH A PEDDERS GVM+ UPGRADE KIT



LIGHTING
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Light up your next adventure with one of Australia’s largest ranges 
of auxiliary vehicle lighting.

Opposite Lock provides a selection of driving lights, light bars, 
works lights and portable lighting that ensure wherever the road 
you take it’s sure to be well lit.
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The Opposite Lock Adventurer Series lighting range has been designed with features that off-roaders and everyday drivers 
demand in high quality performance lighting, but with your everyday budget in mind.

The entire product range features:

• Multi-voltage 10-30V DC input and complete electrical and radio interference protection –  
for maximum flexibility in installation and use

• Waterproof DT Deutsch connectors and 304 stainless steel hardware – for long lasting product durability

• Nationwide 5 year warranty – for complete piece of mind driving

• Super low current draw and 50,000 hour LED lifespan – for efficient operation.

7” & 9” Driving Lights

Designed to increase the driver’s field of vision with uniquel optical cover  
that delivers spot and driving beams from the one lamp.

Driving Light features:

• 10W Cree XML LEDs that produce super white light close to daylight –  
to help reduce driver fatigue

• 1260m (7”) & 1380m (9”) of beam penetration @ 0.25 lux –  
to deliver the ultimate in forward lighting performance

• Light-weight tough die-cast aluminium housing, ultra-strong 
polycarbonate lens and IP67 water & dust proof rated –  
for guaranteed durability.

7” Driving Light 9” Driving Light

Beam Type Spot Beam with Driving Lamp Optics Cover Spot Beam with Driving Lamp Optics Cover

Watts 90W 120W

Meters @ 1 Lux 630m 690m

Light Source 9 x 10W Cree XML LEDs 12 x 10W Cree XML LEDs

Current Draw Amps 6.4Amps @ 12V DC 8.4Amps @ 12V DC

Dimensions 178 x 105 x 194mm 220 x 96 x 240mm

OPPOSITE LOCK LIGHTING

adventurer series
HIGH PERFORMANCE LIGHTING BY ROADVISION
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Light Bars

Designed to provide the ultimate in reliable illumination helping to deliver a safer off-road driving experience.

Light Bar features:

• Light weight tough die-cast aluminium housing, ultra-strong polycarbonate lens and IP68 water & dust proof rating –  
for guaranteed durability

• A special combo beam pattern that delivers side illumination on road or track shoulders –  
for the ultimate light performance

• Both end and sliding mounts – for easier fitment.

14” Dual Row Light Bar 22” Dual Row Light Bar

Beam Type Combo Beam Combo Beam

Watts 72W 120W

Meters @ 1 Lux 312m 394m

Light Source 24 x 3W Osram LEDs 40 x 3W Osram LEDs

Current Draw Amps 4.4Amps @ 12V DC 8.6Amps @ 12V DC

Dimensions 358 x 65 x 79mm 563 x 65 x 79mm

14” & 22” Dual Row Light Bar features:

• 3W Osram LEDs that produce super white 
light close to daylight – to help reduce 
driver fatigue

• 624m (14”) & 787m (22”) of beam 
penetration @ 0.25 lux – to deliver the 
ultimate in forward lighting performance.

12” Driving Light 22” Driving Light

Beam Type Combo Beam Combo Beam

Watts 60W 120W

Meters @ 1 Lux 205m 408m

Light Source 6 x 10W Cree LEDs 12 x 10W Cree LEDs

Current Draw Amps 3.9Amps @ 12V DC 7.1Amps @ 12V DC

Dimensions 298 x 90 x 65mm 543 x 90 x 65mm

12” & 22” Single Row Light Bar features:

• 10W Cree XML LEDs that produce super 
white light close to daylight – to help reduce 
driver fatigue

• 410m (12”) & 815m (22”) of beam 
penetration @ 0.25 lux – to deliver the 
ultimate in forward lighting performance.
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Whether camping in the wilderness, hunting a predator or off-roading through rough terrain, we are there to light the way.

Based in Australia, Lightforce equipment is tested in one of the harshest environments in the world; a place filled with 
adventure and opportunity.

Lightforce continues to build its global presence by serving 
those who value innovation, performance and design.

When you choose Lightforce, you’ll see more adventure, 
master your environment and you can extend your day.

With more than 35 years experience in the field of precision 
manufacturing, Lightforce has forged an international 
reputation as the world’s leading manufacturer of innovative 
12/24-volt professional lighting equipment and tactical 
riflescope optics. 

The core range of products available from Lightforce includes:

• Hybrid driving lights

• LED driving lights

• LED bars

• HID driving lights

• Halogen driving lights

• LED Utility lights

• Genuine accessories 

• Portable lighting and more

Lightforce now exports to more than 50 countries, supplying 
products that are designed and manufactured to deliver 
performance in the most hostile conditions. From the frozen 
Arctic tundra to the scorching heat of the Australian Outback, 
Lightforce products are built to go the distance.

ABOUT LIGHTFORCE
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The Genesis LED packs 37 LumiLEDs LEDs into a comparatively compact frame for 
a driving light that pushes the limits of LED technology. Backed by 140W of power, 
a pair of Genesis LEDs reach out to produce usable light at over one kilometre and 
conquer the most demanding lighting needs. Halogen models also available.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 1053m  |  WATTAGE: 140W

GENESIS LED DRIVING LIGHT
Striker and Blitz are the heavy hitters in the Lightforce range with outstanding 
performance and suitability for installation in tight locations. The Striker and 
Blitz models feature high output 100W Xenophot bulbs and a supremely efficient 
polycarbonate reflector system. They outperform and outlast bulky glass and metal 
competitors. Available in 12V and 24V full stop.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 875m / 994m  |  WATTAGE: 100W

STRIKER / BLITZ HALOGEN DRIVING LIGHTS

Lightforce continues to set the standard in LED technology with its industry-leading 
line of next-generation LED light bars. Our high-output LEDs offer uncompromising 
performance and unsurpassed durability backed by an industry-leading guarantee. 
Single- and dual-row models are available in sizes ranging from six to 50 inches.

SINGLE ROW: 30-100W  |  DUAL ROW: 60-500W

LED BARS SINGLE/DUAL ROW

ROK LED Utility Lights are diverse and adaptable, ideal for a wide range of 
applications including heavy equipment, mining, off-road vehicles and ATVs. 
Incredibly compact and guaranteed for 3 years. Models include ROK9 surface 
mounted light and ROK10, 20 and 40 watt. Different beam patterns such as 
flood, spot and ultra-flood models are available.

WATTAGE: 9W, 10W, 20W & 40W

ROK 9 / 10 / 20 / 40 LED UTILITY LIGHTS

Like the Genesis LED, the Venom LED breaks the rules of what LED driving lights 
can accomplish. The 150mm frame allows the Venom LED to fit locations and 
vehicles that can’t accommodate a bigger light, while the 75W power rating packs 
an impressive punch.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 850m  |  WATTAGE: 75W

VENOM LED DRIVING LIGHT

Can’t decide between LED or HID? Get the HTX2 and experience the best of both. This 
powerful driving light surrounded has a 50W HID fast-start bulb surrounded by 80W of 
LEDs for unmatched performance and versatility. Independently switched three-mode 
operation provides complete control of short, mid-range and long-distance viewing. 
Who says you can’t have it all? Also available in 24V with Xtreme Top Stay Bracket.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 1656m  |  WATTAGE: 50W HID + 80W LED

HTX2 DRIVING LIGHT
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WIRING HARNESSESFILTERS ANTI-THEFT LOCKNUTS

Australian designed and manufactured Striker LEDs have a stylish rectangular 
form factor for a cool look on any 4x4, SUV or ute. Features include 5000K colour 
temperature to minimise glare, superior shielding to reduce radio interference and 
IP68 / IP69K ingress protection. Each twin pack includes a complete DIY Easy-fit 
Installation Kit

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 750m  |  WATTAGE: 60W

STRIKER LED DRIVING LIGHTS

LED UPGRADE KITS

XGT HALOGEN & HID DRIVING LIGHTS
The XGT halogen driving lights are ideal for long distance performance. They are 
without doubt our most popular halogen driving lights for a good reason. Features 
include lightweight polycarbonate construction, enclosed rear housings and modular 
filter compatible.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 994m  |  WATTAGE: 100W

Available in 50W or 70W HID, the XGT HID models offer the most powerful output 
and greatest beam distance. The natural white light produced is similar to that of 
daylight. Ideal for professional users and long distance truck drivers.

BEAM DISTANCE FOR 50W: 1 LUX @ 1802m  |  WATTAGE: 50W OR 70W

SWITCHES

TRUSTED ON ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS.



The Genesis LED packs 37 LumiLEDs LEDs into a comparatively compact frame for 
a driving light that pushes the limits of LED technology. Backed by 140W of power, 
a pair of Genesis LEDs reach out to produce usable light at over one kilometre and 
conquer the most demanding lighting needs. Halogen models also available.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 1053m  |  WATTAGE: 140W

GENESIS LED DRIVING LIGHT
Striker and Blitz are the heavy hitters in the Lightforce range with outstanding 
performance and suitability for installation in tight locations. The Striker and 
Blitz models feature high output 100W Xenophot bulbs and a supremely efficient 
polycarbonate reflector system. They outperform and outlast bulky glass and metal 
competitors. Available in 12V and 24V full stop.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 875m / 994m  |  WATTAGE: 100W

STRIKER / BLITZ HALOGEN DRIVING LIGHTS

Lightforce continues to set the standard in LED technology with its industry-leading 
line of next-generation LED light bars. Our high-output LEDs offer uncompromising 
performance and unsurpassed durability backed by an industry-leading guarantee. 
Single- and dual-row models are available in sizes ranging from six to 50 inches.

SINGLE ROW: 30-100W  |  DUAL ROW: 60-500W

LED BARS SINGLE/DUAL ROW

ROK LED Utility Lights are diverse and adaptable, ideal for a wide range of 
applications including heavy equipment, mining, off-road vehicles and ATVs. 
Incredibly compact and guaranteed for 3 years. Models include ROK9 surface 
mounted light and ROK10, 20 and 40 watt. Different beam patterns such as 
flood, spot and ultra-flood models are available.

WATTAGE: 9W, 10W, 20W & 40W

ROK 9 / 10 / 20 / 40 LED UTILITY LIGHTS

Like the Genesis LED, the Venom LED breaks the rules of what LED driving lights 
can accomplish. The 150mm frame allows the Venom LED to fit locations and 
vehicles that can’t accommodate a bigger light, while the 75W power rating packs 
an impressive punch.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 850m  |  WATTAGE: 75W

VENOM LED DRIVING LIGHT

Can’t decide between LED or HID? Get the HTX2 and experience the best of both. This 
powerful driving light surrounded has a 50W HID fast-start bulb surrounded by 80W of 
LEDs for unmatched performance and versatility. Independently switched three-mode 
operation provides complete control of short, mid-range and long-distance viewing. 
Who says you can’t have it all? Also available in 24V with Xtreme Top Stay Bracket.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 1656m  |  WATTAGE: 50W HID + 80W LED

HTX2 DRIVING LIGHT
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WIRING HARNESSESFILTERS ANTI-THEFT LOCKNUTS

Australian designed and manufactured Striker LEDs have a stylish rectangular 
form factor for a cool look on any 4x4, SUV or ute. Features include 5000K colour 
temperature to minimise glare, superior shielding to reduce radio interference and 
IP68 / IP69K ingress protection. Each twin pack includes a complete DIY Easy-fit 
Installation Kit

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 750m  |  WATTAGE: 60W

STRIKER LED DRIVING LIGHTS

LED UPGRADE KITS

XGT HALOGEN & HID DRIVING LIGHTS
The XGT halogen driving lights are ideal for long distance performance. They are 
without doubt our most popular halogen driving lights for a good reason. Features 
include lightweight polycarbonate construction, enclosed rear housings and modular 
filter compatible.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 994m  |  WATTAGE: 100W

Available in 50W or 70W HID, the XGT HID models offer the most powerful output 
and greatest beam distance. The natural white light produced is similar to that of 
daylight. Ideal for professional users and long distance truck drivers.

BEAM DISTANCE FOR 50W: 1 LUX @ 1802m  |  WATTAGE: 50W OR 70W

SWITCHES

TRUSTED ON ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS.



next generation

LED light bars
sr2 & dc2 series

The SR2 Series (single row) light bars are proof size doesn’t matter. 
At only 52mm tall, the SR2 Series defi es its compact size and 
produces up to a whopping 10530lm of instant light output, reaching 
as far as 1200m. Ideal for applications where space is limited, the SR2 
Series is available in spot, fl ood and combo beams from 5” to 50”.

The DC2 Series (dual row) light bars produce up to a massive 
25920lm of light output and provide the perfect mix of forward 
penetration and roadside illumination. Available in combination 
beam patterns from 8” to 50”, the DC2 Series feature an ultra 
slim 65mm deep housing for greater mounting fl exibility. 

DOMINATOR

LED DRIVING LIGHTS
DL series

The Dominator DL Series is the next generation in LED driving lamps, with exceptional lighting performance, in a compact yet 
rugged package. Producing up to 9640lm of instant light output, packaged in a tough yet light weight die-cast aluminium housing 
& polycarbonate lens, the Dominator DL Series provide superior performance and durability. Available in 6”, 7” & 9” models, they feature 
a unique LED strip and protective front grill. Perfect for smaller SUV’s and passenger vehicles, the 6” slimline design allows installation 
into the tightest applications without compromising on lighting performance.



DOMINATOR

LED DRIVING LIGHTS
DL series

The Dominator DL Series is the next generation in LED driving lamps, with exceptional lighting performance, in a compact yet 
rugged package. Producing up to 9640lm of instant light output, packaged in a tough yet light weight die-cast aluminium housing 
& polycarbonate lens, the Dominator DL Series provide superior performance and durability. Available in 6”, 7” & 9” models, they feature 
a unique LED strip and protective front grill. Perfect for smaller SUV’s and passenger vehicles, the 6” slimline design allows installation 
into the tightest applications without compromising on lighting performance.



Roadvision LED light bars produce a super white light, close to daylight, providing exceptional illumination in almost any 
condition. Emitting the right amount of light and colour for visibility in off-road conditions is critical. It is also vital to have 
control over the brightness of your light bar.

The Roadvision Dimmer Control Switch is designed for  
use on all Roadvision high performance Next Generation  
light bars. The Dimmer Control Switch allows you to change 
the brightness of your light bar to suit changing conditions -  
from 50% to 100% output, without affecting the light colour.

Turn your lights down if there’s a bit of traffic around,  
and turn them up for maximum brightness.

The Dimmer Control Switch is ADR compliant, easy to install 
with plug and play technology (no relays or wiring kits 
required), and is suitable for positive or negative switched  
headlamp systems.

Engineered and race tested for the harshest Australian 
conditions and adventure driven 4x4s, Roadvision’s SR2,  
DC2 and DCX2 Series Next Generation light bars provide  
you with brute power and intense light output.

Featuring the latest soft start, PWM dimming and advanced 
thermal management technology, these bars combine  
a perfect match of advanced optical design with the latest  
3W Osram Hi-Lux LEDs.

The Next Generation light bars are also supplied with low 
profile adjustable slide mounts and Roadvision’s adjustable 
anti-vibration mounting system.

The SR2 Series (single row) light bars are proof size doesn’t 
matter. At only 52mm tall, the SR2 Series defies its compact 
size and produces up to a whopping 10530lm of instant light 
output, reaching as far as 1200m. Ideal for applications where 
space is limited, the SR2 Series is available in spot, flood and 
combo beams from 5” to 50”.

The DC2 Series (dual row) light bars produce up to a massive 
25920lm of light output and provide the perfect mix  
of forward penetration and roadside illumination. Available  
in combination beam patterns from 8” to 50”, the DC2 Series 
features an ultra slim 65mm deep housing for greater  
mounting flexibility.

The DCX2 Series (curved dual row) light bars produce up  
to an impressive 25920lm of light output. Designed to follow 
the contour of your vehicle, the curved design provides greater 
illuminating coverage, giving you a better field of view in any 
open road or off-road situation.

Available in combination beam patterns from 22” to 50”, the 
DCX2 Series also features an ultra slim 65mm deep housing 
for greater mounting flexibility. The curved radius housing 
provides you with the perfect mix of forward penetration  
and additional roadside illumination.

Backed by strong warranties, Roadvision Next Generation  
light bars and Dimmer Control Switch are built tough for  
work and play.

For state-of-the-art LED lighting solutions, including light bars, 
driving lights, headlamps, work lamps, interior lamps, torches 
and workshop lamps, camp lighting, wiring kits, emergency 
lighting, signal lighting, and accessories, look no further  
than Roadvision.

Dominate the night.

DOMINATE THE NIGHT WITH THE  
ROADVISION DIMMER CONTROL SWITCH 
FOR NEXT GENERATION LIGHT BARS
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Driving lights and light bars are a big investment that not 
only make your vehicle look great, but can be an essential 
driving aid in on and off-road situations. Whatever light 
combination and brand you purchase, your Opposite Lock 
store stocks a range of accessories and can recommend  
what is best for your driving needs.

Anti-Theft Kits

If you’ve gone to the effort of spending your cash on your lights, 
we highly recommend that if they don’t come with a set of anti-
theft nuts that you get some. It doesn’t take much for someone 
to un-do a couple of nuts and take off with your pride and joy. 

Wiring Harness 

A good quality wiring harness is essential when installing  
your new lights, so that you can rely on them to deliver  
on demand. While there are some cheaper kits out there,  
you need something robust with reliable components  
to ensure it can stand up to the rough and tumble  
conditions under your bonnet, to avoid your lights  
burning out or short circuiting.

Light Switches 

Aftermarket light switches provide the perfect opportunity 
to customise your vehicle interior and control your auxiliary 
lighting. If you want to personalise your standard switch panel 
check out the range offered by Lightforce,  if you’re looking  
to control your LED light bar check out the new standard  
in dimmer control switches from Roadvision.

Light Filters

Fitting polycarbonate filters to your driving lights helps  
keep your lights protected from mother nature by absorbing 
road dirt and impact from stones. Some lights come with 
covers included while some are available as an optional extra. 
Over time your covers will deteriorate and should be replaced 
to maintain maximum protection. Light filters also allow you  
to change the performance of your lights. Most driving lights 
are designed to penetrate the darkness and give you a long 
beam of light, however, as many and off-roaders can attest,  
this is not always what you need. Fitting a specially designed 
wide filter can change the beam to spread the light more evenly 
to help you see what is  coming from the sides of the road  
as well. Changing your filter colour can change the conditions 
that your lights are best suited to. Lightforce, who stock one  
of the best ranges of coloured filters in the business recommend 
the following:

• Amber for cutting through the haze and dust  
when off-road driving

• Crystal Blue to knock the yellow out of a light  
and provide additional clearness

• Marine Blue for decreasing glare that can occur  
in snow and water

• Yellow to enhance vision in foggy conditions.

DRIVING LIGHT ACCESSORIES
Halogen will give a deeper richer yellow colour to the light and is beneficial for those doing the odd trip here and 
there, and it comes at a cheaper price point. The HID will give extreme distance light for someone doing long-range 
touring. And LED will give a much bigger volume of light, beneficial for those driving close-range winding trails.
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THE NITRO MAXX RANCE 
140 80 LIGHT BAR 

Touring has been a way of life in Australia for 
decades. A vast array of wide open spaces, amazing 
scenery and varied terrains have all contributed to 
the adventure. However, one challenge that goes 
along with it is that the most beautiful places are not 
always the most accessible. T his remoteness adds to 
the charm but also puts high demand on the explorer 
and their equipment. 

For this reason, the Nitro's have been designed to go 
anywhere - and we mean anywhere. From perentie's 
in the Simpson Desert wedge tails in the Flinders 
ranges, bilbies in the Kimberley, there's not much they 
haven't seen and done, yet still get back to base in 
safety. 

So, whatever your idea of idyllic scenery is, Nitro LED 
lighting can be depended on to help you maximise 
the experience. 

AVAILABLE AT OPPOSITE LOCK OUTLETS 



Portable Solar Panels give the flexibility of really getting away from it all and getting off the grid and make the ideal travel 
companion for caravaning, camping, boating and other outdoor activities to keep your batteries charged. Our Opposite Lock  
solar products feature highly efficient monocrystalline technology and come with a 5M battery clamp cable and 10A/12V 
smart PWM controller for charging protection.

Available in:

OPPOSITE LOCK SOLAR RANGE

100W Solar Panel Blanket

The ultimate solar solution for saving space and weight  
in crowded vehicles, offering the ultimate in flexible travel 
solutions with a foldable bag design with carry handle  
and storage pocket.

120 & 150W Folding Panels

Offering two wattage levels to suit your lifestyle, our foldable 
panels are designed to be convenient; with Angle adjustable 
support legs to maximise solar output, wiring and solar regulator  
built in and a carry handle also built in. They also come with  
a carry bag with storage pocket.

THE NITRO MAXX RANCE 
140 80 LIGHT BAR 

Touring has been a way of life in Australia for 
decades. A vast array of wide open spaces, amazing 
scenery and varied terrains have all contributed to 
the adventure. However, one challenge that goes 
along with it is that the most beautiful places are not 
always the most accessible. T his remoteness adds to 
the charm but also puts high demand on the explorer 
and their equipment. 

For this reason, the Nitro's have been designed to go 
anywhere - and we mean anywhere. From perentie's 
in the Simpson Desert wedge tails in the Flinders 
ranges, bilbies in the Kimberley, there's not much they 
haven't seen and done, yet still get back to base in 
safety. 

So, whatever your idea of idyllic scenery is, Nitro LED 
lighting can be depended on to help you maximise 
the experience. 

AVAILABLE AT OPPOSITE LOCK OUTLETS 
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Whether travelling for any period of time or needing to power up on the job site, setting up the right dual battery system,  
with the right batteries, solar panels and electrical accessories, Opposite Lock has you powered.  

When it comes to finding space for your batteries, the ever-evolving technological advancements of battery manufacturing 
have made it easier then ever before, couple that with the aftermarket battery tray manufacturers finding more ways  
to utilize “dead space” in vehicles, there are more solutions then ever before.

POWERING UP

Opposite Lock Solar Panels

Portable solar panels give the flexibility of really getting away 
from it all and getting off the grid and make the ideal travel 
companion for caravaning, camping, boating and other outdoor 
activities to keep your batteries charged. Our Opposite Lock solar 
products feature highly efficient monocrystalline technology 
and come with a 5M battery clamp cable and 10A/12V smart 
PWM controller for charging protection.

Battery Trays

An auxiliary battery is a must 
if you’re running additional 
electrical accessories like work 
lights or a fridge and there’s no 
better way to mount a second 
battery than with an Outback 
Accessories auxiliary battery tray.

Individually developed to suit each specific vehicle, Outback 
Accessories battery trays incorporate an essential “firewall” 
and are designed to carry the largest possible battery under-
bonnet space will allow.

Made from strong 2mm steel, precision formed and mig 
welded, Outback Accessories battery trays come as complete 
kits with all the fitting gear and instructions. And because they 
are powder coated for extra corrosion resistance, you can  
be sure they’ll last.

DCC PRO

If you use an auxiliary 
battery when out and 
about, the DCC Pro is  
a must have accessory. 
Built for our tough 
Australian conditions, 
it is the best in-class 
performance for a charger  
of this size. Capable of charging  
and maintaining any auxiliary battery in installations  
where the starting battery is used as the supply source.

Requiring no modification to the vehicle’s original wiring your 
vehicle’s electrical system is not compromised in any way and 
it allows you to monitor the charging status from the comfort 
of the cabin. It comes solar ready designed to be mounted  
in the engine bay or on the chassis and allows you to monitor 
two auxiliary batteries.
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Opposite Lock has a variety of battery technologies for starting, dual purpose and deep cycle 4WD applications.  
Ensuring that you have the best battery solution for the most demanding off-road adventure.

BEST BATTERY SOLUTIONS

The Endurant Heat Master built for Australia’s harsh climate and conditions.

With Silver Calcium Technology that elevates performance and durability  
for high temperatures and extreme under the bonnet starting applications.

Deka Flooded Deep Cycle Batteries feature enhanced full-frame positive and negative 
Power-Perform™ plates that are specifically designed to withstand the harsh 4WD under-
bonnet environment.

While DEKA deep cycle batteries can deliver plenty of starting power, they are specifically 
designed to withstand the special rigours of long, deep discharges and long, slow recharges.
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The Remco Deep Cycle AGM range offers a cost effective compact deep cycle solution 
that can be installed within the vehicle’s interior. The Remco DC series are purpose built 
to handle the demanding requirements of repeated deep cycle discharge.

Designed to resist life-robbing vibration, the Deka Intimidator’s tight-pack plate 
and separator construction is ideal for off-road vehicles, or any other Dual Purpose 
applications where sealed spill-proof and leak-proof AGM performance is an advantage. 
The flame arresting, low pressure, self sealing valves make it ideal for both under  
the bonnet and the vehicle’s interior. 

The Optima Yellowtop high-performance AGM battery is an ideal solution for true dual-
purpose applications. With premium cranking power and impressive cycling capability,  
this heavy-duty battery is perfect for modern accessory-loaded vehicles and 4WD adventures. 
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COMMUNICATIONS
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Whether you are a remote worker, holiday tourer or if you are just out with your  
mates for the weekend, travelling in a 4WD often takes you beyond the range  
of mobile phone networks, yet we still have the need for communication.

UHF communication technology has become more advanced and affordable 
in recent years. However, with all the options in the market it can be easy to become 
overwhelmed with the right choice for you. Will a handheld unit suffice or should you 
be looking at an installed unit are just some of the questions you need to consider. 

Your local Opposite Lock store will take the time to listen to you and where you  
are heading to provide the best recommendation on the right gear for your rig.
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WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

XRS-370CXRS-330C

XRS-370C4PXRS-330CTP



Radio communication has played a critical role in Australia's history. From the highway, to that favourite camping spot and 
home again. Opposite Lock provides a wide range of communication solutions from the leading brands GME, RFI & Uniden. 
Whether it's in car communication or handheld we have a solution to keep you moving. UHF Communication devices play  
an integral role in lives today.

In the 1990s the GME TX4000 series of mobile radios revolutionised the Australian UHF radio market.

Today GME telemetry and data radio equipment is introducing new levels of efficiency in farming, viticulture and many associated 
rural activities.

With customers like State Emergency, Ambulance and Police Services, Highway Patrols and the Rural Fire Brigades, you can  
be assured of exceptional performance, innovative features and value for money when you purchase a GME product.

WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

XRS-370CXRS-330C

XRS-370C4PXRS-330CTP

GME COMMUNICATIONS
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BASIC UHF RADIO USAGE
Whether you are travelling in a convoy, or getting away from it all,  
UHF radios are a must have to help keep you in touch with places  
where that mobile phone can’t quite reach, and they could help you  
get out of trouble if things go wrong. They are also great for keeping  
you up-to-date with what’s going on up ahead of you, be it on or off-
road; road closures, traffic jams or adverse weather. If you are new  
to UHF usage, these are our top hints and tips. 

There are 80 channels in the UHF band and there are some points to note:

• There are two channels designated for emergency use only –  
These are channel 5 and 35. There are penalties for people  
found using this channel in non-emergency situations

• Voice transmission is not allowed on Channel 22 and 23.  
These are for telemetry, telecommand and packet data use only

• No transmission is allowed on channels 61, 62 and 63 as these  
have been allocated for future use

• Channel 11 should be used as a “call channel.” You can use  
channel 11 to call the person you are looking for. If they are  
on and you are going to continue your conversation you should 
move to another channel

• Some channels have uses that while not “lawfully allocated”  
are commonly used for select communications. These are:

0  Channel 40 tends to be used as the truckies channel.  
With channel 29 used on the Pacific Highway (NSW)  
and Bruce Hwy (QLD)

0 Channel 10 is used by 4WD and national parks 

0 Channel 18 is used by caravan and campers in convoy.

Remember that UHF isn’t a private one-on-one conversation,  
people within range of you or repeaters can listen in or contribute  
to your conversation.

Before transmitting on your selected channel, listen to make sure  
no-one else is already on the channel.

To prevent people from missing the first part of your transmission  
wait 2 seconds before pushing in your microphone button.

If you are travelling in a convoy, select a communications channel  
before heading off, it will help keep everyone connected. 
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HOW TO CALL FOR HELP 
IN AN EMERGENCY
• Select the emergency channel on your CB in ‘Duplex’  

or ‘Repeater’ mode if available

• Call “Any emergency monitor, this is (give your call-sign  
or first name) calling any emergency monitor”

• Wait 30 seconds for a response. If a response is not received,  
try to call again

• You will need to give the monitor as much information as  
possible including as close to your exact location as possible. 
The monitor will prompt you if they need more information 

• Monitors cannot give first aid or medical advice. If required  
they will contact emergency services and relay advice

• In some locations monitors are manned by volunteers.  
If no-one is available try on simplex or try another local channel.
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WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

Two way has now become your way, with the new XRS™ Connect 
Location Services App from GME. The ability to send, receive and display 
locations and status, tracking of multiple users and storing of detailed 
mapping in areas with no cellular coverage is now a reality. Combining 
the power of XRS™ with the GPS engine and display of a smartphone or 
tablet, XRS™ Connect Location Services creates a whole new world of 
possibilities for UHF CB radio communication.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in  
the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

LOCATION SERVICES

WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.



We have the products for your next adventure
keeping you connected

BUILT RUGGED
FOR AUS & NZ CONDITIONS

+
Dual Speakers
Speaker Mic + Base

Voice Enhancer

Replay Function

UHF & Scanner In One#

FRONT FACING SPEAKER
for optimal audio clarity

UH9080
UHF & Scanner in 1

UH9000UH9060

UH9080 + ANT + BRACKET
• UH9080 CB MOBILE 
• AT880 TWIN ANTENNA 
• MBU02 BULL BAR MOUNT

UH9060 + ANT + BRACKET
• UH9060 CB MOBILE 
• AT880 TWIN ANTENNA 
• MBU02 BULL BAR MOUNT

UH9000 + ANT + BRACKET
• UH9000 CB MOBILE 
• AT880 TWIN ANTENNA 
• MBU02 BULL BAR MOUNT

LIMITED EDITION ANNIVERSARY PACKS

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Replay Function

Voice Enhancer

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Large 7 Colour LCD

UHF & Scanner In One#

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Replay Function

Voice Enhancer

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Large 7 Colour LCD

UHF & Scanner In One#

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Replay Function

Voice Enhancer

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Large 7 Colour LCD

UHF & Scanner In One#

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Replay Function

Voice Enhancer

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+

12 24 Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle

Large 7 Colour LCD

UHF & Scanner In One#

Dual Speakers Speaker Mic + Base+
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WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

Two way has now become your way, with the new XRS™ Connect 
Location Services App from GME. The ability to send, receive and display 
locations and status, tracking of multiple users and storing of detailed 
mapping in areas with no cellular coverage is now a reality. Combining 
the power of XRS™ with the GPS engine and display of a smartphone or 
tablet, XRS™ Connect Location Services creates a whole new world of 
possibilities for UHF CB radio communication.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in  
the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

LOCATION SERVICES

WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.



Need comms? We have you covered.

Patented Meander® 

UHF CB and Mobile 
Phone Antennas

Telstra Approved  
Cel-Fi Go Mobile Phone 

Repeater/Booster

Bury Mobile 
Phone Car Kits

Antenna 
Mounting 

Accessories



DO YOU COPY?
If you are relying on your UHF radio for communications, it pays to have some basic knowledge either before you buy  
or before you head away. Your local Opposite Lock store can give you a hand with everything from units, to antennas  
and mounts, plus expert advice on what will suit you and professional installation. These are some basic terms to have  
some knowledge of before you purchase a radio.

Installation

With the vast range of vehicles on the market and  
different users having different requirements, the team  
at your Opposite Lock store have the experience to offer  
you expert advice on a range of fitting options from a “factory 
fitted” feel in the dash to an aftermarket overhead console  
with storage and lights included.

Duplex Feature

Most modern UHF radios come with a duplex or repeater 
function. This function is designed to get your radio transmission  
to broadcast further using repeater stations. In duplex mode 
broadcasts on channels 31-38 and 71/78 are “rebroadcast”  
to channels 1-8 and 41-48. 

Handheld Units

Generally cheaper than fixed units and handy  
if you are out and about in a camp site, but have  

a short range which can be even shorter  
when using in your vehicle. 

Antennas

UHF Radios operate by line of site,  
so if your antenna can “see” somewhere, 
you may be able to communicate with that 
point. So where and what type of antenna 
you mount can make a difference to your 
radio’s performance. You can purchase  
an aerial with a magnetic base to attach  

to your vehicle, this allows for easy removal, 
but we recommend a permanent mount aerial  

 for best results. 

Opposite Lock premium bullbars come with 3 antenna mounts 
or we also stock the “RFI folding clip” which gives your antenna 
flexibility to move.

By choosing an antenna to suit where you will be driving 
you will get much better results.  Lower gain antennas are 
better suited to hilly and dense bush tracks, while higher gain 
antennas can increase range if you have a clear line of sight.

 Built in Unit

These units have an option to suit 
everyone from basic operation to 
feature packed for professional drivers 
and are fitted into your vehicle. They 
generally have a longer range than 
handheld radios.
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AE4705B

AE4704B

WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

Antennas
6.6 & 3.0 dBi

1 2 3 5 64

1

3

5

2

4

6

AT850BK
• 6.6 dBi Elevated Feed and 

Highly Flexible Fibreglass Whip 
with Black Heat Shrink 

• Parallel Style Stainless Steel 
Spring

• 4.5 Metres Low Loss  
Coax Cable

• Lightweight , Good all Purpose

AT880 Twin
• 6.6/3.0 dBi Elevated Feed 

and Highly Flexible Fibreglass 
Whip with Black Heat Shrink.

• Heavy Duty Barrel Style 
Stainless Steel Spring

• 4.5 Metres Low Loss  
Coax Cable

• Heavy Duty, Good all Purpose, 
Town & Country

AT890BK (Black)  
AT890W (White)
• 6.6 dBi Fibreglass Raydome 

Antenna
• Heavy Duty Barrel Style 

Stainless Steel Spring
• 4.5 Metres Low Loss Coax 

Cable
• Heavy Duty, Good all Purpose, 

Town & Country

AT970BKS
• 3.0 dBi Removable Fibreglass 

Raydome Antenna Whip Pack
• Heavy Duty Barrel Style 

Stainless Steel Spring
• 4.5 Metres Low Loss Coax 

Cable
• Heavy Duty, Good all Purpose, 

Town & Country

AT970BK Twin
• 6.6/3.0 dBi Dual Removable 

Fibreglass Raydome Antenna 
Whip Pack

• Heavy Duty Barrel Style 
Stainless Steel Spring

• 4.5 Metres Low Loss Coax 
Cable

• Heavy Duty, Good all Purpose, 
Town & Country

AT500BK
• 5.5 dBi Gain Fibreglass 

Raydome Antenna
• Barrel Style Stainless Steel 

Spring
• 4.5 Metres Low Loss  

Coax Cable
• Heavy Duty, Good all Purpose, 

Town & Country
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UHF ANTENNAS
Selecting the correct antenna for your 4x4 is just  
as important as selecting the right radio, but with  
so many options in the market how do you know 
what to get?

Your local Opposite Lock stocks a range of antennas, 
antenna whips and mounting brackets to ensure 
wherever you are headed we can match you with  
the right antenna solution from some of the best  
in the business, including Uniden, GME & RFI, to offer 
you exceptional performance, reliability and value, 
whatever you choose. 

Two important factors for antenna performance  
are mounting position and gain. 

Ideally an antenna would be mounted to the roof 
of your 4WD, which gives it height and the radiating 
elements to perform correctly but this is not always 
practical or possible, so quite often they are mounted 
to the bullbar instead.

Gain is the dBI measurement of your aerial. While you 
might think I’ll get the biggest one and I'll be right,  
but in antennas bigger does not always mean better. 

So while a 9dBi antenna will give you great coverage  
on a flat desert plain, what you gain in distance you will 
lose in width. A lower gain antenna won’t broadcast  
as long but will broadcast wider so is more suited for 
hilly terrain where reception does not depend on the 
angle of the antenna. This is best illustrated in the 
graphic below.

3 dBi
6 dBi

3 dBi
6 dBi

9 dBi

AE4705B

AE4704B

WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.
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AFTERMARKET
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Whether you use your 4x4 to work hard or play hard, as a home away from home,  
a mobile office, or a toolbox on wheels, adding some extra gear can do everything 
from giving you a more comfortable ride, to improving performance, or just providing 
that additional space you need.

Your local Opposite Lock store is an expert at helping you work out what gear is right 
for you, whether it’s upgrading your seating for your big trip, adding storage solutions 
to make sure you have everything in the right place and locked down or adding some 
equipment to get that extra bit of performance.
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CANOPIES
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Canopies give you the best of both worlds and extra flexibility, whether you use your 
ute for work or play, by offering additional storage and increased protection to your 
gear from weather and by letting you lock it up when you aren’t there. At Opposite 
Lock we stock a range of ABS and Steel Canopies offering you maximum flexibility  
and choice.
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Established 50 years ago Sammitr is a family owned company specialising in the production of steel canopies.  
With a commitment to quality assurance and R & D investment, Sammitr is known for their innovative and superior  
products that have lead to them being selected as an Original Equipment Manufacturer for some of the world’s best  
known vehicle manufacturers. With the strength of steel and the flexibility of a roof rack and rail options the canopies are 
rated to 100kg dynamic and 400kg static weight limit, meaning you carry that extra gear without reinforcing the canopy.  
All SMM Canopies are packed with features including an interior light and internal door release and carry a three year limited 
warranty for peace of mind. With a product range to suit Australia’s favourite utes, you are sure to find a product that works 
for you.

SMM Tradesman Canopy

The ultimate canopy for tradies is the SMM Tradesman.  
An ideal addition for fleet vehicles, it can be tailored to meet  
your specific needs and comes installed with all the base features  
of the SMM canopy range. 

 

SMM V2 Canopy

A mid-range canopy that combines features with value. All V2 
canopies come with remote central locking rear door, fully lined 
interior and rear demister. For the ultimate flexibility V2 canopies 
are available with solid sides and sliding or lift-up window.

 

SMM V4 Canopy

The top-of-the-range model unrivalled in its class. It is feature-
packed, stylish and practical and designed with aesthetics and 
safety in mind. The SMM V4 Canopy is delivered with integrated 
central locking, an automatic dome light and interior lining. 

SMM CANOPIES
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With over 50 years of experience,

YOU CAN TRUST THE
STRENGTH OF SMM STEEL.

STEEL CANOPIES & 4X4 ACCESSORIES



Having a 4x4 is all about getting out there and having fun and your local Opposite Lock 
store has the expert knowledge and experience to help you get exploring. Whether 
you need a long-range fuel tank to help you get a little bit further, off-road tyres to 
get you some extra grip or a snorkel to get you across that creek, upgrading your gear 
definitely gets that bit more from your 4x4.
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PERFORMANCE
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In collaboration with Eaton, Harrop have developed a Front 
ELocker Differential to suit the Ford PX3 Ranger and Ranger 
Raptor. The ELockers electromagnetic locking mechanism  
is the next generation of aftermarket differential technology, 
performing as an open differential until you decide that you 
need more traction.

In the case of the Ford PX3 Ranger and Ford Raptor, the Harrop 
Front ELocker allows you to have selectable front and rear 
differentials, giving you complete control of your 4WD and the 
ability to navigate the toughest terrain with ease.  When locked 
the Harrop Eaton ELocker captures 100% of available torque 
and sends it equally to both ends of the axle,  enhancing 
towing and off-road performance. It’s ease of installation, 
reliability and push-button activation make ELocker  
an absolute must for all off-road applications.

Key Features:

• Enhances towing and off-road performance

• Patented positive-electronic locking

• Precision-forged gears

• 4 pinion design

• Drop-in installation

• Requires no external module, compressor or hoses

• Push button traction

No Airlines, No Compressor - Just Traction.

HARROP RELEASES ELOCKER 

NO AIRLINES, NO COMPRESSOR - JUST TRACTION.
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Stockton Beach NSW

If you want to drive on sand Stockton Beach is the place  
to go to test your skills. Some of the sand dunes are so large 
you will need to head up the smaller ones to conquer them. 

Where: About 30mins from Newcastle
When: Year round
Must have gear: Sand flags, a tyre deflator  

and an aircompressor
Must know: You will need a beach vehicle  

permit to drive on the beach.

Old Telegraph Track QLD

With a reputation as the most technical off-road track  
in Australia, some might say you are a glutton for punishment 
for finishing this track that ends in the most northern part  
of Australia. 

Where: The track starts at Bramwell  
Junction, 800km past Cairns

When: Best during dry season and  
try to avoid school holidays

Must have gear:  Snorkel, diff breather and front  
and rear recovery points 

Must know: Travelling in a convoy makes  
it more fun and means you may  
have a spare vehicle for recovery.

Coffin Bay SA

The beaches at Coffin Bay are perfect if you are looking  
for a destination that lets you beach camp and also get  
your 4WD fix in one stunning location.

Where: 50km west of Port Lincoln
When: Camping and swimming lend  

themselves to warm water
Must have gear: Roof racks to carry all your camping  

gear, recovery tracks and snatch strap
Must know: A permit from Parks South Australia  

is required, head to their website  
for details.

Snowy River Drive VIC

Some of Australia’s greatest alpine landscapes are located  
in the Victorian highlands. With scenery that changes  
with the seasons the track is graded as difficult under  
dry conditions. 

Where: The round track runs from Orbost  
in Victoria’s East Gippsland region

When: Autumn for the scenery or Summer  
if you are a camper

Must have gear:  Map or HEMA, comms gear  
and a decent camping chair

Must know: The track can be done in one day  
or broken up to take advantage of the 
walking, swimming and canoeing.

Gunbarrel Highway WA - NT

Rated as one of the most challenging off-road tracks  
in the country, but well worth it, with some stunning scenery, 
technical driving challenges and great bragging rights.  

Where: About 1400kms from Wiluna (WA)  
to Yulara (NT)

When: May/June – September/October 
dependant on weather conditions

Must have gear: Jerry cans, portable fridge/freezer  
and a swag

Must know: Should only be tackled by experienced 
4x4ers with a high clearance vehicle.

AUSTRALIA’S BEST OFF-ROAD TRACKS
Whether you want to get down and dirty in the mud, crawl over rocky mountains, explore the bush or manoeuvre  
the sand, Australia has some of the most iconic off-road driving in the world. We have put together 5 of our favourites. 
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Safari 4x4 Engineering Pty Ltd 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Breathe Easy With The Industy’s Best



Safari 4x4 Engineering Pty Ltd 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Engineered By The Industy’s Best



Call 1800 624 444 oppositelock.com.au


